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PROF. J. EARNEST FISHER is a missionary
to Korea, but while studying in New York
on his furlough found the Korean Church
in New York City ilnd tells about it.
*

*

*

Councirfor the past nineteen years. First
at Kingdom House; St. Louis, then at St.
Mark's Hall, New Orleans, and now at
Centenary Church, Chattanooga, she has
proved both her willingness and capacity
for service.

MR. C. H. MARSHALL, as a missionary to
*, * *
Brazil, calls attention to a striking service_
MISS LILLIAN NICHOLS is a missionary
being rendered the young people of Brazil
working under theWoman's Missionary
by the Methodist students of Texas.
Council in Holston Institute, Songdo,
Korea. She entered work in 1906 and has
* * *
had
a successful career of twenty-one years
MISS MAE SELLS has been a teacher for
of
service.
the past three years in fIolding Institute,
* * *
Laredo, Tex. She is a daughter of the
The
May
issue
of the Voice will be a
parsonage and much prized for her gifts for special cotton mill
number. The mateaching, executive ability, and resource- terial, inc1udin~ many strikin~ illus':
fulness. Before joining the staff at Holding, 'trations, has been prepared by leadin~
she served acceptably in Spofford Home, cotton mill workers of South Carolina.
* * *
,Kansas City.
THIS
number
of
the VOICE goes out a few
* * *
days late, that we may get in the latest inDEACONESS HELEN GIBSON has been formation from the Woman's Missionary
working as a home missionary under the Council.
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All Eyes On China

.1

1H7~~~!!.1ilHINAis a lion, truly, but in no sense asleep.
She awakens, shakes her great mane, and
the whole world trembles with uneasiness;
as well it may. Four hundred million, five
hundred million-who can say how many
people there are in China? Far longer than this generation remembers, China has been regarded as. the
conservative nation of the world. But all that, in a
twinkling, changes. Politically, industrially, socially,
religiously, she is astir from north to south, and from east
to_ west, and the great nations are wondering what she i~
going to do next, and how they themselves shall adjust
to her changing conditions and her peremptory demands.
The VOICE is presenting the situation to date looked
at from two points of view, though the points. of view,
while from different angles, ar~ well-nigh ideritical. A
missionary at home. on furlough, who has served his first
term in Shanghai, now the very center of China's great
upheaval, is giving the situation as the' missionary sees
. it; and a young Chinese, in training in this country for
social and religious service when he returns to China,
gives the situation as the Chinese Christian sees it.
The two statements undertake to bring conditions up
to the minute, but before these words go to print and can
get off the presses, who can tell what changes may come
to pass? The missionary in his partiality, and the
Chinese in his loyalty, may exaggerate the wrongs, real
and alleged, of a hundred years of Western diplomacy
and fail to take account of all the factors involved,. although it is just as possible that even a sympathetic
Christian viewpoint may not have assessed fairly these
wrongs. In' any case, the MISS~ONARY VOICE sincerely
believes that the time has come for a prompt and farreaching adjustment of international relationships in
response to the insistent claims of a great people.
As the Chinese Christian Sees It

.:

MR. DANIEL ZIA

I
I
'
j

I

Politically as well as socially, China is in a period of transition
when the old ideas and institutions come into conflict with the
new. Civil war, antiforeign mobs, and industrial unrest are but
a few phases of this conflict and indicate that the issues involved are.
not only domestic, but international also. In fact, the present
struggle is an attempt to free the country from both her' owI,1
militarists and foreign imperialism.
The present civil war is waged between the despotic war lords
who have controlled most parts of China during the last ten years
with armed force and the nationalist government representing the
Nationalist, or People's Party, which have recently freed province
after province from military despotism, until now they control half
of China proper. Alarmed at the rapid extension of the Nationalist
influence and power, the northern war lords have formed a big

combination under the leadership of Chang Tso-lin, who controls
the nominal central government at Peking, in an effort to halt the
victorious advance of the Nationalist army. The Nationalists are
the followers of the late Dr. Sun Yat Sen, father of the Chinese
republic, and are the only party that has a definite and constructive program in China at present. The first step of their program
is to "renationalize China"-that is, to revive the national consciousness in the Chinese people. As more and more the awakened people are giving their support to this party, their ultimate
success cannot be doubted. The present struggle is, therefore, of
the greatest importance, for on its outcome will depend the time
of China's deliverance from misrule and civil war and her entrance
into a peaceful, consructive period of national life.
WHY ARE THERE ANTIFOREIGN DEMONSTRATIONS

Along witn this effort to rid the country of militarism, there is
the struggle ~o free her from foreign imperialism. The antiforeign
mobs are only the fanatical manifestations of a deep-rooted,
nation-wide movement. The real movement is not ., antiforeign,"
but "anti-imperialistic" in its character. It is part of the Nationist program. It aims only at the abrogation of all the unequal
treaties of China and the recovery of her legitimate rights, and it
seeks to attain this by negotiations if at all possible.
After the Opium War of 1840, in which China was defeated by
Great Britain, unilateral treaties were forced on China by, first,
that power, and later, the United States, France, Japan, and many
other foreign powers. These treaties are not only infringements on
China's sovereignty, but they have caused grave abuses and intolerable evils. Careful students of the Chinese situation have
shown that her lack of tariff automony is chiefly responsible for her
extreme poverty at present and has been the chief obstacle to her
industrial development; and it is but a common observation that
the seeds of racial hatred are sown in the foreign courts, foreign
police concessions, and other special privileges created by ·the
unilateral treaties. Many of these far-reaching consequences were
not realized at first, but recently the cumulative effects have
reached such proportions that they are considered no longer tolerable. ~ince the powers, with the exception of Russia, Germany, and
Austria, have not shown a willingness to relinquish these treaty
rights, the "antiforeign" movement is the inevit~ble result.
, . WHY
,

Is AMERICA MISTRUSTED BY THE CHINESE PEOPLE

In the opinion of most Chinese, with the exception of those who
have had contact with Americans, the United States is no' longer
singled out as the friend or even a friend of China. In fact, some
well-known leaders have expressed the opinion that America is the
most· hypocritical and hence most dangerous of all the powers.
This is certainly incomprehensible to the friendly, sympathetical
peoplE: of this great commonwealth and seems to show .that we
Chinese are an ungrateful or grossly ignorant people. Now, I do
not deny that ignorance is a chief cause, but this ignorance is
mutual and, besides, does not fully explain the regrettable situation. The fact is that while the motive of the United States government is usually disinter~sted and friendly, its Chinese policies
have, on the whole, been· such that every Chinese, unless contradicted by first-hand knowledge of the American attitude, is naturally led to believe that she is not sincere. True it is that the
United States has no territorial concessions in China now; but her
partaking of the spoils of the aggressive wars waged by other
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powers against China, including the extraterritorial rights and patriotic leaders, including the late Dr. Sun, have been Christians;
control over Chinese tariff and her faithful support to the "con- but the fact remains that their charges are in many cases based on
eerted action of the powers" have identified her with the "robber undeniable facts and that often prejudice and unwise policies have
-group." Under such circumstances, no wonder that the well- led many well-meaning missionaries and their' Chinese associates
meant "open door" policy of John Hay should be considered a into blunders detrimental to the cause of Christianity.
mere pretext for exploiting the Chinese more efficiently on the part . This is not the whole story, however. In order to explain the
of the powers led by the United States,
anti-Christian movement it has been
•...................................••....•............................. necessary to dwell on these' failures
...............................•••••.••.................................
and that Kellogg's legalistic and
....
......
theoretically imp art i a I statement ..
......
.... and faults somewhat at length; but
:should disappoint such conservative ..
order not to be misleading, a few
..
....
.... inwords
groups of Chinese as the Bankers' As- ..
should be said concerning the
....
......
..
:sociation and Chamber of Commerce ..
.... successes and hopes. The Christian
....
of Shanghai as "backward looking"
....
........ missions, dedicated to the noble task
:and "indefinite'" and not adequate ..
......
.... of bringing Christ to the people, have
to meet the present critical situation. ::
always had many worthy, unselfish
.::.
..
The Chinese people have not forgot- ..
in the Far East. No
..••
....•• representa!ives
ten the friendly acts of the Ameri- ..
matter
how
much
of their efforts may ......
....
·can government; but so long as her ..
have been neutralized by the un..
......' christian policies of Western govern:fundamental relation to China, as de- ..
...... ments and other influences already
......
fined by the unequal treaties, is ..
..
...... mentioned, and no matter how barren
maintained "at all costs," with ma..
....
.... their labors may sometimes seem,
rines and battleships in Chinese ..
..
waters, these isolated "favors" only ..
....
.......... such self-sacrificing services have not
substantiate the charges of "incon- ..
.... failed to yield real fruit. The move..
..
:sistency" and "hypocrisy." When ..
....
...... ment for the establishment of an
...... indigenous Church may be cited as
justice is denied, merciful deeds are ..
..
..
..
....•• the most convincing example of the
not appreciated. This is why all who ..
aa
:are interested in promoting the friend- ::
::
..
.. abiding results of that service. Nor
:: should it be forgotten that many of
ship between the United States and ::
::
::
..
..
China welcome the Porter Resolu- ::
:: the missions and ·mission schools
tion and are anxious that it will be ..
::
::
.. have recently changed their policies
:: and have adapted themselves to the
immediately adopted by the United .::
::
::
..
..
States government.
::
:: new situation as far as' conditions
permit, and it is likely that before
::
::
..
..
::
:: long the rest will follow. While the
Is CHINA ANTI-CHRISTIAN
::
MRS. SUN YAT SEN
::
task to be done is indeed great and
While nationalism is asserting itself; ::
::
::
WESLE
YAN
AND
THE
CANTONESE
::
the
obstacles still many, Christian
-Christianity is confronting the great::
Mrs. Sun is one of the lenders of the Cantonese forces
::
leaders in China see that a new
.est challenge it ever had in China.
::
in the northward march to re-establish the principles of
::
::
::
China is not anti-Christian, but there :: Sun Yat S en. She is a member of the executive staff :: chapter has begun in the history of
Christianity in China.
1S an anti-Christian m 0 v e men t.
::
of the advancing armies, and in her American sedan at
::
Paradoxical as it may seem, the :: the front, according to Bishop Ainsworth, uher position ::
As the Missionary Sees It
anti-Christian movement is not at- :: is almost that of a queen over the Cantonese." As ::
::
Chung Ling Swong. Mrs. Sun graduated at Wesleyan
::
tacking Christianity primarily; it is :: College, Macon, Ga., arid two years later was married ::
REV.J.H.H.BERCKMAN
.attacking the unchristian elements in :: to the /irst president or the Chinese republic. Her father,
::
The desire of a self-respecting inthe so-called Christianity. There is :: a product or our Christian schools. was a graduate of ::
::
Vanderbilt.
Mrs
Sun
has
been
loyal
to
her
Alma
Mater,
::
dividual
is to have justice and to
indeed a group, a very small group,
::
making a subscription oE five hundred dollars to the recent
::
have
freedom
for the exercise of that
in the movement who are funda- :: campaign for funds. Grnce Thompson Seton, enter- ::
justice.
In
the
rumbling from China
mentally opposed to Christianity or :: tained by Mrs. Sun in Shanghai. described her as "a ::
there is one clear call-a cry for
great woman behind a great man~t1 Literary editor of
::
any religion, but the vast majority ::
::
the
college
paper
and
a
member
of
several
clubs
while
::01 those in the movement are' really
.. at Wesleyan, since leaving college she has been" active ..:: justice. The struggle for liberty is
::
on, and it is such a movement as will
{)pposed to the attitudes and practices :: in Y, M. C. A. and other social service '''ork.''
::
not be stopped. Certainly of all
which all true Christians condemn. ::
Wesleyan the mother-in-law of the Chinese republic!
::
::
::
things
under heaven, armed force on
..
..
They attack the Christian Church ..
.....•..•......••••......•••.••..••••.........•...•.....••.•..•...•.•.••
the
part
of Western powers will be of................................••.............................•.......•
for upholding and profiting by an
no
avail.
One might just as well hope
unjust social order in the name
{)f religion. They oppose the Church for what they consider its to extinguish a mighty conflagration by pouring oil upon it. When
superstitions. They condemn Christians whose character is more we consider the policy of aggression upon China's rights and China's
unchristian than the average non-Christian Chinese; and they de- territory pursued by.Western nations beginning with the Opium
spise the type of Christianity represented by dishonest diplomacy, War of 1839, the marvel is not that China stood all these things
inhuman warfare, and unscrupulous policies of conquest. But, so long, but that we "Christian nations" pursued such policies.
China demands that extraterritorial privileges be given up.
most of all, they oppose Christian educational and -missionary
Sixteen
nations have privileges, which mean that each country prowork, because they believe that these influen'ces are not compatible
tects
its
own citizens living in China. Technically, this responsiwith the development of Chinese nationalism. They maintain
that Christian education is making Christians of the Chinese stu- bility is no longer China's. It means that an American citizen in
China is not amenable to China's laws and courts. There is a
dents but not properly educating them to be' citizens of China,
United
States court in China. Put it this way: If China had extraand that the Churches are detaching their members from Chinese
territoriality
in America, a Chinese citizen violating the law would
national traditions and sympathies and undermining their patriotism. There is no doubt that this is far from the purposes of the be tried in a Chinese court by a Chinese judge and Chinese lawyers
missionaries engaged in such work, and it also is true that many in New York, or in whatever cities the Chinese courts were located.
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It would also mean that China could station her war vessels in our
-harbors and even run them up our inland waterways. During the
-past few years I have seen British, American, Japanese, French,
--and Italian warships in the Whangpoo River at Shanghai pointing
-their guns toward the city. After the May 30 shooting of Chinese
by foreign police, I saw armed troops from other countries landed
-J.n- Shanghai to protect foreign life and property. Machine guns of
Western nations were planted on various streets of the city to
"impress" the Chinese with theseriousness of the situation. The
·city was under martial law for more than two months.
These efforts to instill fear in the hearts of the Chinese utterly
-failed. They demand that Western, also Japanese, troops be
withdrawn and that extraterritoriality be abolished. America,
-though professing friendship, has over fifty war vessels in Chinese
-waters and hundreds of armed men there or en route. It is difficult
ior our Chinese friends to see the spirit of friendliness in such a policy.
Then there are the" concessions," sections of territory in various
·dties of China, owned and governed by Western powers-cities
like Shanghai on the coast or near the coast and Hankow six hun-<ired miles inland. Take, for example, Shanghai, which is divided
into three sections: French Concession, International Settlement
(British), and Chinese City. The International Settlement is gov-€rned by a municipal council composed of British, Japanese, and
Americans. Its chairman is an American. In this concession there
.are only a few over 26,000 foreigners, including Japanese, and at
least 800,000 Chinese. These Chinese pay taxes, but have no voting power. The police force is under foreign control. .
.
In this International Settlement there has been the International
Mixed Court where Chinese had to be tried whenever they violated
-the laws of the. Settlement. The Chinese offender had to appear
before a foreign assessor, American, British, or some other country,
. .and a Chinese assessor for trial. He could be sentenced to be shot,
.-and there was no jury and no appeal. This has caused much bitter:ness, and only recently was this assessorship given to the Chinese.
There is the question of fixing the tariff on imports. At present

(101)
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foreign powers control this. China does not want the former to
fix her own tariff. She wants to be free from such aggression.
There are other matters, but these are the main ones.
Has China any friends? Russia? Yes. Why? Because the
Soviet government voluntarily gave up her possessions in China
and her extraterritorial rights. She did not simply talk "good
will and friendship," but really showed her good intentions. Germany and Austria' lost their possessions and special rights through
the World War.
Why this fighting just now? The Cantonese or the Nationalists
have a constructive program to unite China within and to free
their country of all foreign aggressions-i. e., freedom from these
obnoxious things I have mentioned. The Cantonese are carrying
forward the ideals and the program of Dr. Sun Yat-sen, and they
are true, unselfish, loyal citizens of China. "China for the
Chinese," but not to the exclusion of Western peoples. The
Chinese will welcome us in business, in missionary activities, and
as friends. They do not exclude us as we do them in this country.
If we live in their land, they only expect us to become amenable
to their laws and courts.
There is an anti-Christian movement in China, but the present
struggle is not anti-Christian and it is only against foreigners in
so far as foreign nations take unjust advantage of China. They
are opposed to those things that are wrong and those things that
hinder the forming of a free China. No longer can an unchristian,
militaristic, and imperialistic policy hold the awakened libertyloving Chinese in disgraceful submission. During these months of
struggle they have not killed us, and foreign armed forces have not
been the restraining forces. Rather do these forces endanger life,
destroy good Will, and violate the principle of justice and truth.
As a Christian Church and a Christian nation we are challenged to
recognize China's rightful claims for justice and libarty. Our present policy bids fair to lose for us whatever good will and respect we
now have. The opportunity is ours to take without being forced
to the issue.

The Christian Way with Mexico
SEVE~{\-L

....
. ,

I

-

weeks ago the papers reported that President
Calles, in _ a conversation with Dr. Herring and others,
-expressed his willingness to arbitrate the questions at
issue between the government of Mexico and the government of the United States and later reported favorable
-comment by Secretary Kellogg upon a resolution of
Senator Robertson in the United States calling for th~
principle of arbitration in the Mexican controversy.
And why not? There are real and troublesome questions at issue between these two neighbor governments
that ought to. be settled and settled at once. Neither
government in case of arbitration will have its own way
entirely, and probably ought not; and the other alternative is unthinkable. War is out of the question. There
is no serious indication that our political leaders, any of
them, want war, unless it be a few military jingoes-and
there is· a rapidly 'diminishing number of these-a few
'''interests'' involved, and a few agitators sympathetic
with· such vested interests. But even if there were those
who would ldad the United States into war, it would be
nothing like so easy to involve public sentiment as it was,
say, thirteen years ago. There is a quiet but profound
3lld growing sentiment in this country that regards many
wars fought in the past as worse than useless and for
the future considers that war is not to be thought of.

There are young people, as well as old, who believe
that there is another way, and a Christian way, of settling
all disputes between nations, just as between individuals,
and that opposition to war, determined and aggressive,
is not treason to government, but might be, and in the
future is likely to be, the very highest form of loyalty to
country. Whether this country is Protestant or notand this writer believes it is to all practical intents and
purposes-there is enough Protestant sentiment in the
United States to oppose and defeat any effort on the part
ofmilitant propagandists to lead this government, under
whatever guise, into the espousal of Catholic battles in
Mexico; and while public sentiment does not approve
altogether the Mexican policy of government or the
Mexican constitution or the Mexican general theory of
religious liberty and the relationship of the Church to
government, the public sentiment of this country does
believe that the Mexico government sincerely means to
work out the moral as well as political well-being of her
people, and that such service of the people can be
achieved only through complete emancipation from the
obscurantist domination of Romanism in that land.
The VorCE believes that this is the sentiment of the vast
majority of people in the United States -and that this
sentiment is based upon the good faith of Mexico.
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The Golden Cross Answers Florence Nightingale
DR. FRANK W. BRANDON

N February 7, 1837, God· called a woman to a
beautiful ministry. She had felt the call from
her fifth year. To-day the Christian world recognizes the divine call of Florence Nightingale, and the
nations are celebrating her birthday, America fixing it as
National Hospital Week and our Church adopting it as
Golden Cross Enrollment Week. .
Tremendous difficulties blocked the way of Florence.
No Anglican door was open. She could find no sympathy, no training, no work in any Protestant Church.
N on-Catholic nurses were ignorant, untrained, and
neglected; their ideals and morals were not the best; they
were held in low esteem. Stern objections came from her
family and their circle of friends. Rome seemed the only
door. She wrote: "The Catholic orders offered me work,
training for that work, sympathy and help in that work
that I had in vain sought in the Anglican Church. The
Church of England has for men bishoprics and archbishoprics and. a little work, but for women-what?
I would have given her my head, my heart, my hand. She
would not have them. She told me to go back and do
crochet in my mother;s drawing-room. She would give
me neither work to do for her nor education for it."
The Anglican Church had no place for Florence
Nightingale because of an impression in the popular
mind that only Romanists could succeed· in this work.
That impression persists to this day and has shut. out
from their life work hundreds of our girls called into this
field. As surely as God called Florence Nightingale he .
is calling our Methodist girls. As I have gone over the
Church, preaching of Christ's ministry to the sick, literally hundreds of girls have sought me to tell me sacred .
stories of a voice, heard from childhood, calling to this
ministry. I wish every member of our Church could have
looked into their earnest eyes and upon their wet cheeks
as they told of their longing to answer God's call; but
alas, there was no training, no work, no place for nurses
in the Methodist Church.
Why may not Protestants minister to the sick? Such
ministry conforms to the teaching, the practice, and the
command of Christ. Are Catholics more Christian?
I think not. Then why the impression that Methodists
cannot? It has come out of the Roman system of nursing.
Devoted Catholic women renounce the world, take vows
of celibacy, wed themselves to the Church, are set apart
as Sisters of Charity, receiving no pay for their heroic
service. For this reason the impression has prevailed
that only Catholics can succeed in a ministry in which
nursing is the important factor.
Careful investigation proves th~ Roman Catholic not
the only system that may succeed. It is not even the
best. The sacrifice of the sisters is beautiful and commands respect. But is it wise for a. strong Church to
permit this burden to weigh too heavily upon the slender

O

shoulders of a few frail women? Heroic of the women,
but is it generous of the Church? Our plan is wisez:..
Women called to nurse should be paid just as men called
to preach are paid. The whole body of the Church should
have part. Our plan is more natural, sane, human, and
wise. It does hot put the burden on a few; the whole
Church shares it.
Heretofore we have had nothing for our girls called to
nurse the sick. Now we are emerging. At last the
Methodist Episcopal Church, South, is definitely and
determinedly in the work of ministering to the sick in our
own hospitals. The General Conference has made it a
part of our vital system, creating its General Hospital
Board, setting up a definite hospital program for the
whole Church, putting the Golden Cross Society into the
active life of every Annual, District, Quarterly, and
Church Conference and into the yearly program of every
Methodist congregation. (See Discipline, chapter 18.)
Already we have eight hospitals and seven training
schools. We have enrolled 1,375 students, graduated
605, and we employ 363 students and 237 graduate nurses
daily, and these hospitals receive and these young women
nurse 23,000 patients each year. The Barnes Hospital
and the Montgomery Memorial are now building more
ample homes for nurses and will be able to train a larger
number of students after September 1. Two other hospitals are in course of construction, and a number of
.
others are being enterprised.
For building and maintaining hospitals no wiser or
more beautiful plan has yet been devised than that of the
Methodist Episcopal Church, South. It is embodied in
the Golden Cross Society. "Golden Cross" is a Southern
Methodist term. It belongs to lis. It is a Southern
Methodist symbol, symbolizing something at the heart
of Christ and at the heart of humanity. It is now a
Southern Methodist institution.
- The Golden Cross Society, under the law of our
Church, is to be organized in every Methodist congregation, and the enrollment is required as an annual program
for every charge. The time fixed for the Golden Cross
enrollment is National Hospital Week, which for 1927
is from May 8 to May 15. embracing the second and third
Sundays. No person enrolling as a member of the Golden
Cross Society assumes any financial obligation for the
future. It is not a SUbscription or a promise to paysomething in any other year. Like the Red Cross, each
enrollment fee is a cash transaction, and there are no
dues. A Golden Cross Button is given to every member.
Every Sunday school, Epworth League, Board of Lay
Activities, and Woman's Missionary Society is made a
recruiting station for the enrollment. The Golden Cross
is the answer of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, to
Florence Nightingale!
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A Beautiful Service Beautifully Honored
N Main Street Methodist Church, Danville, Va., the
week of December 5 was a banner week. Mrs.
Sallie Redd Peatross had completed her forty-fifth
year as treasurer of the Woman's Missionary Society, and
the women of the -society, with a multitude of friends,
were uniting to do her honor. On Wednesday evening
Mrs. W. W. Ayres, representing the Woman's Missionary
Society, presented Mrs. Peatross a gold-and-black enameled s~rvice medal, appropriatelyengraved, and in making the
presentation paid a beautiful
tribute to Mrs. Peatross:
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In responding to the tribute, Mrs. Peatross read an
original poem, entitled" My Years of Service," presented
on this page. She also gave a most interesting history of
the society since its beginning in 1878, which may be
found in the Woman's Section of this issue.
Judge R. W. Peatross was a tower of usefulness in the
Main Street Church for many years, as he was in the
work of the Church for the Virginia Conference. A few
years ago he passed to his reward, leaving to his faithful
helpmeet the service to which
together they had given their
lives; and right nobly has she
YoUr life, Mrs. Peatross, has been
carried
on. In the Woman's
a reflection of God during all'these
Missionary Society, the Sunyears; you have tried as best you
could to follow the meek and lowly
day school, the Epworth League
Jesus. No life can be pure in its pUrand all the work of the conpose and strong in its strife, and all
gregation, Mrs. Peatross has
life not be purer and stronger thereby.
been an unassuming and quiet
It is the selfish life that is lost. If
but devoted and useful servant
we spend our lives in unselfish acts
c./l1y Years of Service
and in noble deeds, we shall be far
of the kingdom. Long years of
richer here, to say nothing of the
MRS. R. W. PEATROSS
service have not cooled the ardor
hereafter. But we cannot be these
of her devotion, as advancing
FORTY-FIVE blessed years
things or do these things unless we
In Christian service sweet,
age has in no measure paled the
look toward the light, Jesus the
Each year a precious golden link
glow of herfaith and hope. No
Light of the world. A story is told
That makes the chain complete.
of a Christian who said: "In my
disillusionment or disappointTo a work so full of Christ,
heart I asked a violet: 'Why are you
ment has brought sourness to
So full of love and praise,
so sweet and modest?' .'Looking
Gladly I'd give, if strength were mine,
her spirit. She is the same
toward the Light,' was the glad
All my remaining days.
faithful, loyal, hopeful disciple
:answer. To the sunflower I said:
But
willing
hands
are
near
of our Lord and servant of the
'Why are you so golden and your
To take this holy task;
bead bowed so sweetly in reverence
Church that her pastors for
Theirs be the joy that crowned my way;
to the Great Giver?' The sunflower
This would be all I'd ask.
many years have found her. A
;said: 'Looking toward the Light.'''
pastor's wife, greatly helped by
May life grow richer still
And if I should ask you, Mrs.
For these dear workers here,
association with Mrs. Peatross
Peatross, "What is the secret of your
Till one by one we near the gate
when she was little more than a
bright and happy face, why are you
And the golden bells we hear.
:always so patient, so kind, so ungirl, now many miles away, and
Our days of serving here
:selfish, so forgiving, never irritated,
after many years of separation,
Were glorified by love,
. never resentful, always eager to beBut 0, the glories that await
often goes back to the good
lieve the best in everyone, always
In the larger life above!
days of that fellowship, and
bopeful, always loving?" you, could
when there is much to do and
answer: "Looking toward the Light."
.It ha~ been a pleasure to work
conditions discourage, will say
with you and under you. You have been an inspiration to every with a new inspiration, "Well, as Mrs. Peatross used to
Qne of us. Your friends, the ladies of the missionary society
Qf Main Street. ChUrch, have agreed by unanimous vote to say, 'Nothing comes of nothing,'" and goes cheerfully
place your name upon the Belle Bennett Book of Remembrance and confidently to the discouraging task.
as a token of their love for and appreciation of you, and it is my
The life of Mrs. Peatross belongs not to one society or
pleasure and privilege to present to you another token of our love
congregation, but to the whole connection, and we are
and appreciation, a service medal. The intrinsic value of this little
gift amounts to nothing, but with it goes the fondest love and . glad to join with other friends in celebrating her faithful
sweetest wishes for you always from your friends, the Woman's service. The MISSIONARY VOICE waves to this elect lady
Missionary Society of Main Street Church.
of the Church its bravest salutation, and prays that she
May that Grace which never fails be the sustaining power in
your life, and as our Father gives you each day the morning light, may tarry long on these shores to bless by her faith and
may he give you also a morning blessing which shall fill each day .faithfulness the missi.onary society of which she has been
with its sweetness and beauty, and may you be spared many years so loyal a member and all the multitude of friends that
to give joy, comfort, and counsel to your loved ones and
rejoice to do her honor. It is a long service she has
friends!
rendered;
that she has served so cheerfully and well
We love you, we believe in you, and we esteem it a privilege to
makes cheerful service easier for us all.
honor you.
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What of
the Budget?
ONE OF THE COMMONEST THINGS IN ANNUAL' CONFERENCES is to hear bishops and secretaries complaining
of the budget system, and when we hear them it is hard
not to sympathize. But while it is not easy to get
along with the budget, it is easier to get along with
it than to get along without it. Our claims have multiplied, and we would have confusion worse confounded if
every claim should come before the Church in a special
appeal. Perhaps we will never get entirely out of the
budget system, although the system commonly in use,
whether for general claims or for Conference and local
claims, is far from ideal. It gives large opportunity for
diversion of funds, and that opportunity is take~ advantage of. It gives correspondingly small opportunity
for intelligent presentation. There are many things that
can be said against it, but it is when we consider the alternative that we come to serious pause. The budget
has probably come to stay.
The General Conference did not increase the assessment for the claims at its last session, indeed the assessment for missions is slightly less than it was four years
ago. On first thought this would seem to have been a
serious mistake. During the quadrennium the membership of the Church has increased 300,000; our work has
been constantly increasing, home missions and foreign
missions, and over the period of the Centenary the value
of the dollar has depreciated until its purchasing power at
this moment in all our missionary work is only 60% of
what it was eight years ago. An increase on these
claims was badly enough needed, and there were some who
thought a most inadequate and unchristian thing was
done by the Commission when, by laying the assessment
so low, these representatives of the Gene~al Conference
seemed to suggest to the people that this poor pittance
was all·they ought to give.
But thoughtful people, on second thought, came to feel
that the policy of the Commission was justifiable, although justifiable on only one ground. The assessment
for a number of years, when considered in connection
with the special appeals to the Church, had gone on increasing until, whether intrinsically or not, at least
psychologically, people in their moral sense had ?een
borne down below the level of the assessment, and lfthe
assessment were left at the same level there would be
greater leverage in the next appeal and a strong vantage
from which a call for full collections could be made.

Matter
,of Morale
THERE Is UNDOUBTEDLY A SERIOUS MORAL ASPECT
to this matter of the assessment, and our heavy deficit of 33
cents on the <lollar. It has continued now for a number
of years, and our people have not seemed greatly concerned. There are, however, some thoughtful men who
are waking up and realizing what it means. The Church
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is as much an ethical institution as a bank, and if Jesus
Christ, its great Head, stood foursquare to every wind that.
blew and was absolutely faithful to all human relationships, then the first and least thing he requires of any
Church organization, the body of which he is the livinghead, is that it shall be honest in its busine3s transactions,
paying all just and reasonable claims upon it. In the'
-midst of the special claims that we are making and many
special movements, the items contained in the budget
are fundamental. They have to do with the support of
many precious objects, not only, but with the tone and
soundness of the Church's moral sense, and in the next
period before us the friends of missions should everywhere'
feel their responsibility and aid in some program of cultivation among the people by which the percentage of payment on the regular claims of the Church may be advanced to one hundred cents on the dollar. '

OUR COVER.-The cover presents a picture of a
nurse and babe in the Wesley Memorial Hospital, Atlanta, Ga. It was furnished by Dr. Frank W. Brandon
and makes a fitting accompaniment to his article entitled,.
"The Golden Cross Answers Florence Nightingale."
Readers of the VOICE will rejoice in the progress made by
our hospital movement, as indicated in the statement
made by Dr. Brandon. The movement began some years.
before the organization of the Board, but as tried out in
the Galloway Hospital in Nashville was disappointing.
Our people will therefore rejoice in the successful work of '
the Board that has now been in existence only a quadrennium. There is in the Church a strong movement
toward reduction by consolidation into fewer boards, and,
maybe that reduction should ultimately come. But it is. ,
not at all likely that such progress would have been made
as is here reported if our hospital work had been incorporated as only a section of another board already bowed to
breaking beneath many pressing interests. We congratulate Dr. Jarrell and his staff on the favorable auspices under which the movement has been launched and
the outlook for that noble order of service in our·Church.
Nothing could be more Christlike. When on earth our
Lord went about doing good, it was the sick and sufferingthat seemed especially to appeal to him. He was the
good Doctor. He never lost sight for a moment of the
souls of men, but his heart went out in first aid to relieve
physical disease and pain. And there was no inconsistency in that. Human suffering was not broken up·
into sections in his thinking any more than was human,
personality. It was always the one undivided, ~ut
infinitely valuable, person that he saw, and nothmg:
in the experiences of that precious personality was ever'
alien to him. Eight hospitals, seven training schools"
1 375 students 605 graduates, 363 stu'dent and 237
~aduate nurse~, with 23,000 patients daily! Big business and a genuinely Christian project for the Church.
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THE CULTIVATION PERIOD is rapidly closing as these words are penned. The Gen-eral Missionary Council has been held, the
missionary institutes, literature has gone
-out, the mission study period is closing,
preachers, hundreds of them, have preached
their sermons,' many projected the everymember canvass on the 20th and are at
this moment closing up that canvass. A
iew reports have come in already to the
office that look very good. It is too early,
-of course, to report or forecast the results
of the every-member canvass, but the
VOICE has secured from the Secretaries as
they came in from their itineraries their
personal estimates of the spirit and value of
the work done in this period. We are sure
that the readers of the VOICE will be glad
to get these secretarial testimonials, and
they are presented below.

I
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Dr. W. G. Cram:
"The Missionary Cultivation Period
through which we have just gone has been
marked by great enthusiasm. Bishops,
presiding .elders, and pastors have cooperated everywhere with fine effect. It
is too early to report fully on returns, but
indications are that financially the campaign has been successful."

.~.
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Dr. J. W. Perry:
"The General Conference, in providing
a plan for the maintenance of the missionary spirit and work of our Church, has evidently enacted a very wise piece of legislation. The program of cultivation is being
carried through in the territory which I
have touched with fine spirit and great
earnestness. It cannot do other than make
a real contribution to the spiritual life of
the Church and quicken all its activities.
There is not the slightest doubt but that
this effort will not only help to maintain
our missionary work, but will swell the
benevolent collections for all purposes."
Dr. O. E. Goddard:
"The major part of our pastors took the
action of the General Conference seriously
and put on some kind of missionary cultivation during these two months. Many
had schools of missions, many had different
speakers, many had the book preached
from the pulpit. In various and sundry
ways the pastors carried out the spirit of
the legislation of the last General Conference. This is the first real missionary educational program ever given the Church by
the General Conference. It is the wisest

and most constructive piece of legislation
ever enacted by a Methodist General Conference on the American continent. History will tell."

How One',Pastor Did It
Dear Doctor Rawlings:
Two years ago I was pastor in a
town of 2,500 population. Ou,'
Church had about 350 members
who were not especiallyenthusiastic concerning missions until we
took up "The Task Ahead" in 1925.
I boosted our Board of Missions
from the pulpit constantly. I told
stories of individual missionaries
on different fields in Sunday school,
Epworth League, and preaching
services. My young people studied
the life of Bishop Lambuth and of
Dr. Shelton of Tllibet for two
months. They became boosters
of our special missionary appeal.
A week of intensive study on
"The Task Ahead" enlisted almost
the entire membership. The attendance and interest grew till the
end of the week. Eight hundred
dollars missionary money was paid
in, and enthusiasm g"ew until it
put new life into every department
of the Church. The Sunday school
grew until an official c h e c k e r
classed it as a B-Type Sunday
school. Inspiration for this fine
work on the part of those splendid
teachers and workers began with
this mission study period. The
pastor began definite plans for the'
revival, which he held himself in
April. There were more than fifty
conversions in the revival, and
nearly that many united with the
Church. The Sunday school movement resulted in the basement being completed. Then the Church
caught a vision of clearing the old
debt. The leading woman in the
mission study class got in behind
the Church debt, and it was paid.
I do not know oj anything tha}
puts new life into a Church like an
intelligent and enthusiastic study
of missions. That is more like oldtime militant Methodism than
anything else. Does it not seem a
tragedy for any pastor or Church
to have lost the fire and enthusiasm of old-time Methodist experience and power? The p" e sen t
study of missions is providential.
Information is the basis af inspiI'Gtion. We must have pastors
whose hearts glow with missionary
enthusiasm, 0" else OUI' crown will
be given to some one else.
Fl'Gternally yours,
=~~
Seba Kirkpatrick.

L

Mr. J .. F. Rawls:

t

I
,
,
I,

", After the morning service, we raised
our quota in the afternoon. We also had
the greatest revival at the evening service
that the Church ever experienced.'
"This is a sample of reports coming in
to the Treasurer's office from the local
Churches on the every-member canvass
for a freewill offering for missions. These
reports clearly indicate a renewed interest
of our Methodist' people in missions. The
cultural work done in this period will
affect every interest in our Church, not
only in a financial way, but in a spiritual
way. I believe we are on the eve of a great
revival."

Dr. Elmer T. Clark:

I

I'

I

_I

"For nearly ten years I have devoted
my time to financial campaigns.' With this
background of experience I do not hesitate
to say that in the matter of methods employed and the spirit and cooperation of
the people involved, our recent JanuaryFebruary Missionary Cultivation Campaign was the best movement of its kind
with which I have been connected.
"After going through this campaign, I
am confirmed in my previous conviction
that when our present plan of cultivation
and freewill offering annually shall have
worked its way into the regular processes
of our Church program, the missionary
problem will be solved without entailing
any undue burden upon any Church."

Dr. E. H. Rawlings:
"The January-February period has gone
beyond my expectation; and that was not
low. In the attendance at the institutes,
intelligent appreciation of needs and opportunities, the loyalty of leaders, the quiet
but warm, deep, and steady interest of the
people everywhere, there has been nothing
better than this campaign, or as good, perhaps, not even excepting the splendid response in our Maintenance Campaign of
last year, since the peak of the Centenary.
In my judgment the General Conference
did the best thing it ever did for its missionary enterprise when it set apart January
and February as a period of missionary
cultivation."
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When Is "Red"?

I

REV. S.R.ANDERSON

'I

"To side with truth is noble
When we share her wretched crust,
'E"e her cause brings fame and profit,
And 'tis prosperous to be just;
Then it is the brave man chooses,
While the coward stands aside
Doubting in his abject spirit
Till his Lord is crucified,
And the multitude make virtue
Of the faith they had denied!'

of Hankow, Hanyang, and Wuchang on Shanghai and' the rich trade of the Yangtse
the Yangtse. Dignified, cultured, high- Valley; but due to clever strategy on the
spoken-the erstwhile hope of England's part of Supertuchun Sun Chuan-fang, he
Eastern prestige. He, too,· has known was forced to a very humilitaing r~treat.
glory, and his orders have carried in This undignified flight has not been
Peking. But he is a militarist, and his forgotten.
program only carries him to war with other
Wu Pei-foo and Chang Tso-lin have also
rival militarists. He controls some 200,000 been constantly at each other's throats.
soldiers, most of whom are poorly trained In the latter part of 1925 they were in one
and without morale.
of their private ~ars undertaken on such a
The beginning of the year found east gig'antic scale as to disturb the whole
CHINA in 1925 startled the world in inCentral China and the valley of the Yangtse country, with their battle lines stretching
dignant protest against foreign aggression.
held securely by Supertuchun Sun Chuan- the length of the boundary between ManThe aggressive ones cried: "China is growfang, field marshal and war lord of the five churia and the northeastern province of
ing Red!' The effects of China's protest,
eastern provinces and controller of the China proper. China's political prospects
however, were beyond all expectation and
million-dollar corner on the import and seem at a low ebb. Twelve years since the
have been retarded only by the weakness
sale of opium in the rich metropolis and establishment of the Chinese republic, and
of a serious inner malady. China in 1926 is
world port of Shanghai. He is a man of "No hope" had become a current by-word.
under'going a far more violent upheaval in a
quick decision and strategy in the field. But China could not lose hope, for she still
heroic attempt to strike at the roots of that
His method has been to strike while rival . had lier rich inheritance and her unlimited
inner disease and to overthrow the autoresources, and, above all, she still had her
cratic and self-seeking rule of her powerful
~-----------.
I
own soul; and there were ·those who had
milita~y chieftains; and self-satisfied lovers
Mr. Anderson, in a letter dated
not become hopeless. A new force which
. cry: "R e.
d'" A
of the status quo agam
March 1, concerning the churchhad
long been gathering strength now takes
detailed or even an "unprejudiced" ac~
building enterprise at Moore Methe
field. It's avowed object was: "Stop
morial, Shanghai, "eports that the
count of this struggle is impossible, but in
.
Chinese
have
raised
fifty
thousand
fighting
and work for China." The war
order that sympathetic readers of the
dollars (Mexican), which, "as far as
lord of Manchuria called it "Red" (he had
MISSIONARY VOICE may share a few of the
we can learn, isfive times more than
heard that that epithet was more powerful
high points of young China's prophetic
any Church in China has raised bethan
the sword), the war lord of Lohyang
fore!' He adds:
thrill of freedom, I am sending this personal
"Our
faith
is
strong
that
Shangechoed "Red," and the war lord of Shangimpression.
hai is the most important city in
hai's opium traffic called it "Red" and
The year began with China's vast dothe East: that the Methodist Epissaid
that it was an "offensive thing even
copal Church, South, holds the
mains and unlimited resources divided
to
the
Heavenly Father."
greatest responsi bility of any
among many rival military leaders, tuchuns
Church in Shanghai; that Moore
In the northern province of Chihli is
and supertuchuns (a military leader who
Memorial Church holds the most
China's capital, Peking, magnificent and
controls several provinces) who, for a numstrategic center in that great city;
glorious city, treasure house of the centuand that we are now "eady to
ber of years, had been in hopeless struggle
ries. On a still night in the winter of 1925
build an institution worthy of oU/'
for the control of China's rich inheritance.
unusual opportunity, and worthy
Peking slept, secure in the grasp of Marshal
Supertuchun Chang Tso-lin, war lord
of the great responsibility that has
Wu-Pei-foo; but in the cool, early morning
of Manchuria and at present of the disbeen given us in Shanghai."
silent, gray-dad figures crept through the
tricts east of Peking, stands erect in milistreets and took positions commanding
tary uniform-capable, resourceful, amevery government office and every imporbitious. He has the backing of Japan and militarists were still talking, and the year
tant thoroughfare. The city awoke and
the unofficial sympathy of England and of finds him in a position of great power with
found itself in the hands of the army of the
many private American interests. He con- more than 100,000 soldiers at his disposal.
northwest, under Gen. Feng Yu-hsiang,
trols a half million trained and well- A part of these are well trained and efficient,
"the Christian general." He said that they
equipped soldiers who execute his orders the others purely mercenary. He can be
had come as a protest against meaningless
with swift precision, and his rich provinces counted on to preserve an orderly status
warfare and needless slaughter of brother
have been kept silent, if not subdued. His quo. In other words, he has all he wants,
by brother. .Here, evidently, was someuncontrolled ambition makes him dream and apparently sufficient power to hold it.
thing different. Soldiers marched down the
of Peking 'and the presidency and yearn But as he has" waded through slaughter to
streets singing Christian hymns, and girls'
for the rich spoils of the Yangtse Valley. the throne and shut the gates of mercy" on
schools
opened their gates and cheered as
His power seems sufficient for either ambi- patriotic studen'ts and struggling laborers,
they passed by; these soldiers had never
tion. He has proved himself willing to ride hearts have been steeled with hate and
through blood and to lay the land in waste hands raised which will not be satisfied
to achieve his ambitions. Associated with until military autocracy is forever dead.
Mr. Anderson prophesies "the 'I
These supertuchuns and many other rival
him are other generals having such intriguimmediate hope of China awaits
ing names as Chang Hsoeh-liang, dapper militarists are in a constant state of mutual
the issue of thefinal conflict when
young field marshal and efficiently adver- distrust, of preparation for war, or of actual
the combinedfaith and zealof Feng
Yu-hsiang and Chiang Kai-shek,
During the disturbances in
tised son of the war lord, and Chang Chung- fighting.
fighting
for Cllina, gmpple with
chang, ambitious chieftain of the iron- Shanghai following the shooting of students
t he superior numbers and resources
on May 30, 1925, Supertuchun Chang
heeled armies of Shantung.
of Chang Tso-ling, S~n Chuat!Turning southward from Peking, we find Tso-lin rushed his son Chang Hsoeh-liang
fang, and Wu-Pei-foo m what WIll
be the most stupendous struggle
the extended sphere of Supertuchun Wu and 20,000 soldiers to Shanghai, presumathat
China has ever seen!'
Pei-foo, war lord of Lohyang, extending as bly to help maintain order, but manifestly
far south as the three great industrial cities to gain control of the opium traffic of
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been known to loot, nor to disturb the a heavy bombardment, the trenches were Sun Chuan-fang. One of his most trusted
innocent. Shopkeepers welcomed them, as "rushed" and 'the pass taken-but the generals was killed in battle, and another
they,' different from other soldiers, paid for , army had gone, intact; it had disappeared was wounded. A thousand southern soltheir purchases according to market prices. toward the desert.
diers rushed Nanchang, the ancient capital
Then 2,000 miles to the south that other city of Kiangsi, and 'captured it with the
Wu Pei-foo and his army fled from the.
field of battle with Chang Tso-lin, back to army began to move northward. Its help of revolutionary students on the inside.
50 ,000 soldiers looked insignificant to the After six weeks of fighting Wuchang 'was
his own preserve, and he and Chang vowed
war lords of the north and east. It was an captured along with the general and .his
eternal friendship in order to ,drive out this
army of young cadets led by Chiang Kai- whole army and supplies, but the fightmg
new thing which threatened the existence
shek a young general without money and around N anchang became more desperate.
,
of the whole military system.
with~ut prestige, but with the fire of faith Nanchang is again captured by Sun, and
, Far to the south, in the ancient city of
in a just cause. With the lightest possible hundreds of students in this and other
Canton, another army was preparing; they
equipment and followed by hospital uni~s cities pay with their heads for their sympahad been preparing for ten years. One
and uniformed women nurses, first by tram thy with the south. Sun Chuan-fang
Dr. Su'n Yat Sen, finding the military
and then on foot, the army started its long throws in his best soldiers, and the student
domination in Peking to be utterly opposed
journey in July. Wu Pei-foo with his cadets from the south fall by the thouto republican government, fled from that
200,000 soldiers laughed and waited on the sands. Forty thousand of the picked troops
autocratic atmosphere and set up a rival
Yangtse. Sun Chuan-fang laughed and of the two armies are reported to have
government in Canton. Here, following
moved his 100,000 to strategic points. fallen in this fighting, and both sides are
the "three principles of the people," a
Chang Tso-lin laughed and said, "0, for a left exhausted. Marshal Chang Tso-lin
statement of 'democracy's aim as outlined
chance to set my 500,000 on them"; but hears the stricken cry of his brother
by Sun Yat Sen, the southern government
the lightly equipped army was moving very tuchuns and begins mobilization. "I'll
had had ten years of bitter but very
swiftly. Five hundred iniles was left be- help you drive back the Req. thing," he
worth-while experience in republican govhind , a thousand miles, and military chief.
deClared. He prepares to send 150,000 solernment, while the military leaders of the
tains fled before it, and city after CIty diers and unlimited supplies. The armies
north had separated the political and ecoopened its gates from the inside. By the on the fighting line each attempt to strike,
nomic garment of their country and fought
middle of October they had fought their but Wu Pei-foo can not rally his mercenover its control. There in the south they
way to the gates of the great industrial aries. Sun Chuan-fang is gathering his shathad undertaken a no less ambitious pro~
cities of Wuchang, Hanyang, and Hankow, tered troops for a desperate thrust, but his
gram than driving out military control from
where they were met by the 200,000 soldiers army has,been too broken to strike quickly.
the whole country and attempting to set
of Marshal Wu Pei-foo.. Marshal Sun Chiang Kai-shek is reported killed on the
up a unified government of the people.
Chuan-fang had rushed some 50,000 of his field. The southern army begins to retreat,
The early part of 1926 saw the victorious
best soldiers to Kiangsi Province, lying to and Chang Tso-lin prepares to move to
army of Feng Yu-hsiang guarding the road
the east of their route, where he threatened possess all that he has coveted, when ~wo
from Peking to Tientsin on the coast and
to attack their rear. Terrific fighting be- very startling things happen, c~rtamly
fighting back the combined armie~ of
gan, and the little army moved forward. startling to the tuchuns and theIr supChang Tso-lin on the north and Wu Pel-foo
The city of Hanyang and its arsenal and . porters.
on the south. His army could not be desupplies fell; Hankow fell, a city of nearly a
Far on the horizon of the northwest the
feated in battle, because it maintained the
million and a half population; and Wu
army of Feng Yu-hsiang appears from the
strictest discipline and fought for a cause
Pei-foo and his shattered army fled northdesert, 100,000 strong and still singing
with nothing less than religious faith; but
ward. Ten thousand of his troops, well- Christian hymns, and stretching a hand
they could not get sufficient supplies. Then
their one hope from the sea was C1,1t off by equipped, with retreat cut off, locked them- toward the forces of the south, sends the
the interference of the allied foreign nations, selves in the walled city of Wuchang, where message: "We will join hands for peace and
and the undefeated army of the north west the 300,000 defenseless people in the city for China." Marshal Wu Pei-foo's rear is
began its memorable retreat from Tientsin made bombardment impossible. In the threatened, and Marshal Chang Tso-lin
to Peking, and then from Peking up to the meantime fighting began with the army of hesitates; he fears to leave the home ba.se.
The southern army, whIch
north bOllndaries of China;
had started t 0 retreat,
and not one report of lootstopped
and did a daring
ing or of unjust treatment
thing-desperatelyattacked
of civilians during the
the stronghold, Sun Chuanwhole retreat. This was
fang, from four directions.
a record unheard of in recent
Ten
thousand men slipped
military history in China.
in through the passes and
At Nankow Pass on, the
hidden ravines of the Kulborder between China and
Mountains and captured
ing
Mongolia the army stopped
Kiukiang
far in the rear,
and dug in and for a month
giving Sun Chuan-fang himheld the combined forces of
self barely time to escape.
Chang Tso-lin and Wu P~i
His armies were cut off.
foo. Thirty thousand of
Three generals and thouthe attacking forces are resands of soldiers were capported to have fallen on the
tured, and the remnants
field during that month of
escaped.
The great conMay, but the pass did not
flict
is
joined.
Before these
yield. But the army of the
words are printed Shanghai
northwest had given out
may be in the hands of the
of supplies, and one night,
Nationalists. We eagerly
the whole army stole away;
Keystone View Co.
wait
and pray.
and three days later, after
THE YANG KING FANG BRIDGE, SHANGHAI, CHINA.
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ST. MARK'S HALL, NEW ORLEANS,

In
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In "Old New Orleans"
REV.
WITHIN the quaint and ancient section
of "Old New Orleans" lives a cosmopolitan
population of some 30,000 people, including
a large number of native French, or Creole,
several thousand Italians,' a number of
Spanish, and representatives of other nationalities from all parts of the world. The
customs, habits, languages, and the very
houses in which these people live and do
business are as different from those that
are typically American as if they 'were in
another country.
St. Mark's Church and community c.enter is located on the corner of North
Rampart and Governor Nichols Streets in
the historic and well-known "Vieux Carre"
section of New Orleans. It is within a few
blocks of six large and influential Roman
Catholic institutions-St. Louis Cathedral,
the archbishop's mansion, a large boys'
school, two convents, and the Ursuline
nunnery, which cloisters the veiled nuns
who are never to see the natural light of day
or the face of anyone from the outside world
or to eat anything but fruits and vegetables,
who must always go barefooted with shaven
heads.
While the people of this section seem to
be very religious, they live only in a very
small degree according to Christian morals
and ethics. Ignorance, superstition, poverty, disease, and dirt exist to an appalling
degree among many of these families.

W.

cl

m

H. GILES

There are many three- and four-story
tenements divided by narrow, damp, dark
alleys, leading to yet darker stairways,
musty and squeaky. Mounting these, one
finds families, many of them large, living
in from one to three rooms with little ventilation and light. Extreme poverty and
squalor are no uncommon sights. The sallow complexions, gaunt frames, coughs and
sighs of these people tell a pathetic story
of want and friendlessness. Recently the
workers from St. Mark's ministered to a
family of six, all living in a room 9x12
feet. Many of these families live for a
whole day on thirty-five or forty cents'
worth of red beans or spaghetti.
Other people of this same section are
getting rich with their stores, cabarets,
dives, or distilleries. The manufacture
and sale of alcoholic beverages is quite an
industry, and as a result drunkenness is
most prevalent.
WHAT ST. MARK'S Is DOING
Thirty-six members were received at
St. Mark's during the past year, eleven by
certificate and twenty-five on profession of
faith. Among these were French, Italians,
Spanish, Germans, and Americans; the
majority of them came from the Roman
Catholic Church, and one was a Quaker.
Four out of the eight men received were
put on the board of stewards and are prov-

Ir
ing themselves worthy of this new responsibility. Formerly only one man had been
active on the board of stewards.
Our total Sunday school enrollment is;
179, with an average attendance each
Sunday of 125. We are a progressive
C-type school, according to standard' requirements. The total raised by the Sunday school in 1926 was $500. The three
Epworth Leagues have an enrollment of
sixty-six with an average attendance of
fifty and are doing a gratifying work.
The children and young people who belong to the different classes and groups
organized for the institutional work are in
the building for these activities whenever
permitted. Home life and opportunities
offer so little to them that they are eager tOo
be at St. Mark's whenever possible.
All Church groups are doing constructive work in the study of missions. The
Sunday school gives the fourth Sunday
offering to missions, which amounts to
$100 a year, and the Woman's Missionary
Society, with its membership of fifteen, is
loyal and liberal.
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WHERE PUPILS ARE EAGER FOR LEARNING
The Daily Vacation Bible School for the
past two summers has had an average attendance of over a hundred for a twentyday period (one month). Over eighty per
cent of the children attending were from
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Roman Catholic families, which means
that we reach some eighty new families
through this agency. This school is made
REV. BEN O. HILL
so interesting that the parents and other
WE do not refer to that good and worthy . that they would do not only all they promguardians of the faith of these children .
man,
Dr. W. W. Pinson, but to a namesake ised, but more than they promised.
have been unable to keep them from our
Was our faith ill grounded? Have we
doors during the school term. A number of his, Pinson College, Camaguey, Cuba.
To
be
sure,
it
was
penalty
enougn
for
him,
been
disillusioned? We can still say as we
have come without their parents' knowing
that
the
school,
poor
and
struggling,
said
last
March in closing our report t()
too,
they had entered the schoo1. Many others
name-a
doubtful
comthe
Cuba
Annual Conference: "When we
should
be
given
his
tell of crying and persistent begging before
but
well
meant.
mentioned
building, the Conference smiled..
pliment,
their parents would consent to let them
In 1920, by unanimous vote of the mis- For more than ten years you have been
come to St. Mark's. We knoN of a number
sionares
assembled in Candler College, hearing the same thing, until it has come
who would be right here in our Sunday
Havana,
Pinson was indicated as the to be almost a joke; but reallyiit is no·
school next Sunday if their parents would
Methodist
institution in Cuba most urgent- laughing matter. Our needs, urgent ten
permit. Great was the surprise of these
ly
in
need
of assistance, and it was agreed years ago, ha~e grown more serious with
children in the Vacation Bible School to
learn that the Protestants "worshiped that the first of the Centenary money that every passing day; our grounds, houses,
Jesus and not the devil," as they had been might come to Cuba should be applied furniture, and equipment are now woethere. For reasons to be explained later, fully inadequate. But our hope has not
taught.
this
policy was not carried out.
Classes in English are held each week for
Now if these needs were urgent in 1920,
adults who are eager to learn the language.
how
much more urgent are they in
One man, a Greek, was so anxious to learn
1927!
to speak English that he worried the teacher
But how and why was Pinson College
until she consented to give him daily inpenalized? We were penalized· for our
struction for some weeks~ Now he is makfaith. Let us explain. Our askings to the
ing splendid progress.
Centenary Commission for Pinson College,
as eventually approved and published, were
THE HOSPITAL AND THE NURSES
An average of over six hundred treat- for $60,000, as follows: For our principal
ments are given each week in the clinics. building, $30,000; for a girls' dormitory
The full-time nurses are kept hard at work (to be supplied by the Woman's Council),
taking mire of the special and general $20,000; for additional land and equipclinics. The nurses also do quite a bit of ment, $10,000. In 1920, after the camfollow-up work in connection with their paign had "gone over the top," we with
clinic cases. They are instrumental in great elation and innocent bliss drew up
making and ever enlarging the number of the plans for our principal building and
friends for st. Mark's. Many of those who submitted them to contractors for estimates
have come into the Church and have ac- of cost. To our consternation, the esticepted Christ have been brought in through mates called for two and three times the
the good work of some of our nurses. No total amount of our askings! After much
other worker on our staff has such easy and trimming and heartbreaking eliminations,
A CUBAN DERELICT
cordial access to the homes of the com- we got them down to ninety thousand
Without any accurate knowledge of God, in a somunity as the nurse. And these nurses dollars!
ciety that recognizes no God, his state is pitiable •.
We went up to Junaluska that year, tak- Beggars are legion in Cuba.
read God's Word and offer prayer and couning the estimates and the blue prints, and
sel as opportunity permits.
we conferred with the Foreign Secretaries grown faint; all these things will come·
AMONG THE YOUNG PEOPLE
and others during those days of mountain- some day. And the delay, for all we know,
The Young People's Department of our' top experiences, and the decision we came may be serving a useful purpose, not only
Church gives evidence of some of the most to was this: We were building for the years in proving our faith, but also in maturing
effective and worth-while work of the insti- to come as well as for the immediate pres- some condition which we have not taken
tution. Of the thirty young people in our ent, and we did not wish to be guilty of into account. God may have in mind for'
League and classes, ninety per cent of them building in a small or cheap way that with- Pinson something much better than we·
are willing to lead in devotional services, to in five or ten years would be a r~proach to have dreamed of and may be preparing for
testify, and to pray in public. In spite of our lack of vision; the Cnurch was thor- us an opportunity which our limited vision
the radically different environment in oughly aroused to its responsibility and has not as yet apprehended. In the meanwhich they have lived, they have developed opportunity, and with the increase in new time, we must continue as best we can to·
into as fine a group of young people as I members would come the corresponding do the will of him who sent us."
have known anywhere in the Church. They increase in gifts; there would be no shrinkWe have not been disillusioned. We be-·
age,
but
a
surplus,
and
we
would
wait
a
lieve the slump that followed the Cennever fail to remember the sick and bereaved with expressions of sympathy and year or two, or five years if necessary, until tenary was due to sufficient causes and.
service. They ·have a well-planned calen- the Board should feel justified in increasing not to the perfidy of a people who lightly
gave their word and as lightly broke it..
darof visitations to the homes of the aged, the appropriation to the proper amount.
Nothing could be clearer to us at the They are even now recovering from their'
the hospitals, and other such places where
time than our wisdom in taking such a reaction and from the hindering conditions
their religious services are acceptable.
Not as a charitable organization, but as resolution; two birds in the bush were bet- oithe last three or four years, and they will
a character-building institution, St. Mark's ter than one in the hand, when the two finish their course and keep the faith. Then
has helped individuals and families to better were as certain as the one. It did not enter shaH Pinson be made glad according to the
ways of living. Pray that our Church may our heads to doubt that the Methodist days wherein they have afflicted us and theget a vision of the great opportunity in people would do what they promised to do; years wherein we have seen evil.
we knew Methodists well enough to be sure
CAMAGUEY, CUBA.
New Orleans with its 420,000 people.

Pinson Penalized
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The Program of Jesus
DR.T. C. SCHULER

The Korean Church in New
York City
MR.

J.

iI

!,

EARNEST FISHER

WHEN Jesus Christ rose from the tomb, . Christianity to-day as never before. Let
ALTHOUGH there are probably not more
the tomb of conservatism-that is to say, us not misread. The stream of missionary
the antithesis of progress-triumphant, progress is not going to be fed by parlia- than one hundred Koreans in New York
victorious, almighty, and called his dis- ments and senates; commerce, avarice, and City, they have a flourishing Church with
spirited disciples to meet him on a mountain merchant ships will not increase its volume; about seventy-five members. I believe
in Galilee, he handed them a banner with it must be done, if done at all, by men who there is no other racial group in New York
these luminous words written thereon as a are willing to count all things "loss for the which has as large a percentage of Church
part of his command, "All Nations," with excellency of Christ Jesus." The spiritually members as this one. A number of interfull assurance that he would march with minded men, from Abraham down, have esting facts about Korean Christians may
them to the accomplishment of the task; been the men who have seen with clear be drawn from a study of its congregahe reasserted the age-old spirit of progress. vision the "one far-off event." These are tion.
. Most of these Koreans are young stuA few weeks later, as he was in the very the sort of men who must catch the vision
dents
who do not drift away from the
act of ascending the throne and assuming to-day, accept the spirit of progress, which,
the headship of the Church, which is ulti- after all, is the Spirit of God, and travel Church and its wholesome associations
when they come to a strange land. They
mately the headship of humanity, he with it till the goal is reached.
reaffirmed both the commission and the
The Church has at last risen from the have found their relationship with the
promise, but instead of "all nations" he dead past, the dead past of a pagan world, Church in Korea so satisfying that when
added the "uttermost parts of the earth."
and a dead and moribund hierarchy, little they come to this country they want to
There on the mountain in Galilee stood better than paganism, and With an unshak- continue it. Therefore they have estaba man, a God-man, who with undimmed en faith in the headship of Jesus Christ and lished their own Church, where they have
.vision could see all the way down the future the practicability of his program, and in its sermons, hymns, prayers, and Scripture
to the end, and, being absolutely sure of great conferences, synods, and associations reading in their own language.
With the aid of the Home Mission Board
himself, gave a commission with no evasion has announced its readiness to carry his .
of
the Methodist Episcopal Church, this
of its meaning and no retrenchment when message of love and religious freedom to
Korean
Church has bought a building,
once it was given, for the conquest of the every man and to every race and color.
whole world. He sa w also all the difficulties But it is met with a challenge from every which they use for a church and for social
that lay in the way of its achievement- hellish devil incarnate in men and their service work among the Korean students in
war, bloodshed, suffering, famine, igno- heathen institutions of greed and gain. New York. They themselves made most.
rance, sin, and shame. All that is ugly and This challenge is coming from men high in of the payments on this church and also
devilish, together with all the debris that the ranks of state, in Christian lands as pay the salary of the pastor, in spite of the
ultra conservatism would pile up in its way,
well as heathen, daring the Church to enter fact that the majority of the members are
and all the vice-breeding pools that avarice their heathen temples of greed and lust. working their way through college or
university.
and lust would place in its way. But he Will the Church date to enter? .
At a recent meeting of the Home Mission
saw also a clear, pure stream of life-giving
While the Church in its highest councils
Board
of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
water flowing from his riven side which dares to take up the challenge, the local
the
Korean
pastor of this Church was
would increase in volume and force till its congregation often cowers at home. Here
laving waters would overflow the whole is the trouble in the ranks. To-day let the asked if his members gave one-tenth of
earth, wash away all the debris of con- pastors and leaders undertake seriously to their income· to the support of the work.
servatism, paganism, sin, and superstition, make the whole Church missionary in His answer was: "No.ne of them give any
and from which would emerge a purified spirit and practice. Till that is done no less than that, and the majority give more,
place is safe. The Church must find its way many of them giving as much as oneearth and a glorified people.
Also he sa w the opportunities that would with the Word of God to the sore spots in fourth of their incomes." Knowing the
come to the Church as science became obe- our modern cities, to the forgotten and liberality of the Koreans in Korea, I am
dient to the spirit of progress and hitched lonely in rural districts in the homeland, sure that what this pastor said is literally
itself to trained and consecrated intellect, and go with its full force to every nation, true.
. The Korean Church is located at· 459
by which it would master the forces of na· tongue, and tribe. Up to this day Christure and make wind and wave, steam and tianity-I mean the whole of Christianity West Twenty-First Street, and regular
steel serve his purpose till the task was -in its organized form has not seriously services are held every Sunday afternoon
achieved. He knew that finally, through or purposefully undertaken the salvation at three o'clock. Any Southern Methodist
all difficulties and by all difficulties, his of the race. The missionary spirit of the who happens to be in New York and feels
program would ultimately be accomplished. Church has not yet risen to that point. that he would like to see and hear a Korean
But who can read and understand the Thousands of religious men, reasonably in- service carried on very much as it would be
signs of the times in which we live? telligent, would be glad to know the Church in a Methodist Church in Korea should
Through much suffering, sorrow, persecu- had decided to raise no more money for drop in for worship at this little Church.
tion, flame, and death the program of Jesus missions, and there are relatively few con- He would receive a hearty and cordial welhas moved on, moved as resistlessly as the gregations who would pay their apportion- come from both pastor and members. .
tide, to the present day, and we live in the ment of the missionary claim if the real
very glory of its splendid achievements. leaders did not keep calling for it. And
Orders for "Yet Another Day"
But who is the prophet who can see and there are some pastors who would never
have reached. 90,000. We could
not supply all the orders on time.
interpret clearly the future? God grant us call for this fund if the Church did not reA few books are coming back
quire it of them. All this sho,vs that the
heart and brain for that task!
unused, and the Board could
We boast of our material wealth and Church as a whole is not yet missionary in
probably supply some who did·
rejoice in our scientific achievements, but spirit. This situation calls upon the leaders
not earlier get their books. If
you did not hold your class, do
to what purpose all these if they are not to intensify their faith. in the program of
it
yet.
Jesus and pastors to undertake to make the
made to serve man?
The challenge of a world confronts whole Church missionary.
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[The Instituto Gym- and the very first one of our Church schools
nasial in Pass? Fundo,
here in Rio Grande do SuI to take this
. Brazil, is supported step. We feel sure that this will mean a
b y contributions 0 f steady growth in our student body.
School conditions here in Brazil are quite
Methodist students in .
different
from what they are in the States.
the schools and colleges
In
this
country
there are very few schools
of Texas. Miss Mary
E. Decherd, professor which compare with our affiliated high
of mathematics i n the school; in this state of Rio Grande do SuI
only two. Therefore students from pracUniversity of Texas,
'tically
all the schools of the country have
has been the leader and
to pass entrance examinations before enterMISS DECHERD
inspiriation oft his
ing college, and not only do they take these
movement among the
at the completion of the
examinations
students of Texas from its beginning. Three
eleventh
grade
but at the end of the eighth,
years ago Miss Decherd took a trip to Brazil
ninth,
and
tent!J,
grades as well. The exat her own charges that she might the better lead
these fine young people. The I nstituto Gym- aminations have formerly been held only
nasial is only onl! item in the splendid Chris- in certain fixed places, and our students
tian project being worked out in Brazil by have always been compelled to leave the
school about a month befare the close in
the Methodist students of Texas.-EDITOR.]
order to study for these examinations and
BRIGHT indeed is the outlook for the stand them in Porto Alegre. This was not
,future of the Instituto Gymnasial at only a very expensive arrangement, but
Passo Fundo, Brazil! During the first inconvenient as well.
week of December, 1926, after repeated
During the past year a new law was
efforts on the part of the school's friends, passed to the effect that a student was regovernment examinations were conducted quired to stand the college entrance examihere by an official board of examiners for nations in the same school in which he had
the first time in the history of the school.
taken his work. This meant, of course,
We consider this indeed a great step for- that we either had to obtain permission to
ward. The very fact that we have been have the official examinations conducted at
recognized by the government seems to be the Instituto Gymnasial or dispense enhaving great weight with the people in tirely with our high school course, for pracgeneral, and we are receiving requests for tically all our students are working toward
illformation from all sides. The Instituto a degree. The mayor of the city and other
. Gymnasial is the only school of any sort influential friends did all in their power to
within a radius of about two hundred miles help us obtain the desired privilege, and
which offers this advantage to students, finally the examining board was granted
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Attention, Texas Methodist Students, Texas Hall,
.Passo Fundo
MR.
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and the examinations given. Only four
young men took them at that time, but
already tWenty are registered for next year's
examinations, and we believe there will be
others to register before the next school
session begins in March.
As far as we can judge the effects of this
step will be far-reaching.
.PASSO FUNDO, BRAZIL.
TEXAS HALL, built in 1922, by students
of Texas for students of Brazil, bears on the
triangle surmounting the colonnade the seal
of Brazil and the seal of Texas. This
building contains ten classrooms, a typewriting room, a laboratory, a library, the
main auditorium, office, book room, room
for literary society, and spacious halls. In
a prominent place on the walls of the auditorium hangs a large framed picture of the
campus of the University of Texas, together
with a Texas pennant.
No project in our missionary history has
been more beautiful than the movement for
Brazil among the Methodist students of
Texas. Look out for another story in the
June VOICE featuring the remarkable work
recently done by these same Methodist students in Southern Methodist University.
One or two of the Texas men have had to
return recently from Brazil on account of
illness, but there are others on the field, a'l}-d
there are several of the very best and little less
than begging to be allowed to go. It is hoped
that the Board will be able to get these new
men out in a few months. There are several
now waiting to be accepted.
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PERSONALS II

BORN to Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Daniel,
Porto Alegre, Brazil, on November 29,
1926, a son, James Manly.

* * *
BORN to Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Anderson,
Wonsan, Korea, a son, John Clement
Anderson, November 15, 1926.

* * *
BORN to Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Hubbard,
Brazil missionaries, on January 23, 1927, a
son, Joseph Carroll. Mr. and Mrs. Hubbard are no N in the States on furlough,
their address being 54 Ridgewood Drive,
Route 8, Atlanta, Ga.
* * *
NEWS COMES TO US of the birth of a baby
girl to Rev. and Mrs. Dorsey Mewborn.
Mr. and Mrs. Mewborn went into the work
from Trinity Church,' EI Paso, under the
pastorate of Re". C. W. Webdell and are
now doing m1ssionary Nork among Spanish·
American people at Tucumcari, N. Mex.

* * *
REV. J. P. LANCASTER, Superintendent
of tne Eastern District, Western Mexican
Mission, was in the Methodist Church at
Juarez, Mexico, on February 13, and had
the pleasure of seeing twenty-seven new
members received. This makes a total of
seventy-four received into that Mexican·
Church since Conference.

.. * *
REV. N. B. STUMP, of the Western Mexican Mission, stationed at Nogales, Ariz.,
holds special evangelistic services every
Sunday night. A number of people have
been added to the Church since the Annual
Conference. In spite of the shifting character of the congregation, the attendance at
service continues good, the children not
only going to Sunday school, but going to
service afterwards. He reports that the
work at Tucson is also showing splendid
progress, attendance at the service doubling
since Conference.
* * *
BROTHER RYANG sends in a good word
about the bishop. "Bishop Ainsworth,"
he says, "has at once captured the hearts of
both the missionaries and the Korean
Christians with his sympathetic hearing of
problems, wise counsels for them, and some
powerful sermons. Mrs. Ainsworth, with
her charmin~ personality and deep interest
in the work, has been admired and loved by
all the Korean people. When she was
dressed in Korean at a reception which was
given by the Korean Christians in their
honor, our people remarked that she looked
just like a Korean young lady."

. REV. L. D: PATTERSON, of the Avondale'
Methodist Church of Birmingham, is making a careful study of religious education in
China, including such themes as home
training, the Sunday school, Young People's Societies, mission schools, etc. It is
hoped that Brother Patterson has in mind
some publication of the results of his study.
He was for a long time a missionary in
China, and this work is done, as any other
work for China, con amore. Brother Patterson has been one of our most powerful
missionary advocates and is still doing
great service in the missionary cultivation
of the North Alabama Conference.

* * *

REV. J. W. MOORE, pastor of Wesley
Memorial Church, High Point, told in the
missionary institute how it was done in a
former charge: When he was sent to a mill
Church in Greensboro in 1917, they had
just an old one-room box church. He asked
them to support a missionary as a special.
The board refused, saying they must first
build a Sunday school annex. After repeated
efforts he gave it up, and they started out to
raise money for a $3,000 annex, but failed
miserably. After a little while they agreed
to try for the support of an unmarried missionary, raised the money, got their missionary, and one year later the same group
of people easily raised the money for a
$4,000 annex.
* * *
A NEW THING under our Methodist sun
was done in Central Methodist Church,
Fort Worth. On February 13 the pastor,
in the midst of a remarkable cultivation
campaign, was looking mysterious and saying: "We are going to get a barrelful of
money." 'On the 20th a barrel was used
before the congregation, and the people
allowed to deposit their money or their
subscription. in the barrel. The pastor,
Dr. Caspar S. Wright, reports: "I followed
to the letter the program, my barrel in
addition. My elder gave mea quota of
$1,000; my total to date is $2,315.74."
He' closes: "We are now praying for the
million dollars over the connection. Ours
has been a blessing to us." Bravo, bravo,
dear Doctor!

* * *
A COMMUNICATION OF UNUSUAL INTEREST
has recently come to the Board of Missions.
It is the application of Rev. Harvard E.
Clements for acceptance by the Candidates
Committee as a missionary to Cuba. Mr.
Clements will soon be graduated at Emory
University with his Bachelor of Divinity
and already speaks Spanish as well as he
does English. All this is interesting, but a
thing even more interesting is that he is the
son of Rev. E. E. Clements, who has been
for years one of our niissionary leaders in
Cuba. He will be asked for testimonials, as
would any other candidate, but none of
these will count for as much as the fact that
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he comes from such a home and with such
an environment for his training: It is a
new day in any Mission when the second.
generation of sons and daughters begins to
come back to serve.

, 'I'

* * *
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BROTHER W. D. HAWKINS, Conference
Missionary Secretary of the Mississippi
Conference. tells the following good story
from the Seashore District: "Pastors, 27;
present, 24; sick,. 2; teaching, 1; books
sent, 60; books sold, 60 and more wanted;
orders taken for books, 655; present, in-·
eluding Conference lay leader, district
and associate district secretary Woman's
Missionary Society and Epworth League,
one Conference and one general evangelist,
and pastor from Kentucky, 175. Two
Churches have already raised their quota.
Interest is intense, and we confidently expect the district to raise its quota. . The
district is divided into five groups and two
men put in charge of each group to see that
the all-day meetings were held in each
Church."
This is a fair sample for Brother Hawkins.
"Can you beat it?"
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* * *
PRESIDENT C. C. SELECMAN, of Southern
Methodist University, is an ideal host.
The Editor was recently in the university,
attending a missionary institute in the
seminary; and the Doctor, busy as he is,
took time to show him around. From garret to cellar, from Administration Building
to culinary in the Girls' Dormitory, and he
seemed as much at home in one as the
other. One had always appreciated the
splendid lay of the campus, but was not
prepared, after two years' absence, to see
the transformation wrought in every direction. In four years, Kirby Hall, the Administration Building, McFarlin Auditorium,
Hyer Hall, a magnificent Methodist
church, and maybe several other units had
gone up, and the physical plant of the university had increased to $2,420,234, nearly
doubling. The enrollment in the college
this year is 1,931 as against 1,742 last year,
while the School of Theology shows 252 as'
against 166 last year. If there is anything
in appearances, there is not a finer student
body in this country than' the body faced
by the Editor, seventeen hundred they said,
at chapel to hear a talk on "World Peace."
One would have to be "hard boiled" indeed
to be a pessimist after scanning the progress
made in the educational work of our Church
in the last ten years. Emory, Southern
Methodist, Duke, and the rest, but right
in the midst and standing with the best is
this noble institution of the Southwest.
. The present endowment of the university is
$1,780,000, not enough to run a university,
but a good start and.a mighty good prophecy of the big things to come. Our missionary enterprise has no better friend than
.president Selecman.
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. THE 'Voman's Mission. the South has a great reary Council has just closed
sponsibility," said the
its seventeenth annual sesspeaker. " You are the
sion, held in the beautiful
Church of Miss Belle Bencity of Shreveport, La.
nett, of Bishop Walter
Year by year this truly
Lambuth, of Scarritt Colgreat organization of -the
lege. You represent a rich
Southern Methodist
heritage. Africa, once
Church has grown more
called the great dark contiworld-wide in its activities,
nent, then the continent of
more international in spirmisunderstanding, is toit. Men and women of
day the continent of great
ROSA E. McNEILL
broad interests occupy· its
JULIA LORENA REID
OCTAVIA CLEGG
possibilities, and they are
Mississippi
Louisiana
Western North Carolina
platform, and missionaries
open to the people of the
Cuba
China
Congo.
South."
bring their messages from
Dr. J. E. McAfee, speaking from "World Missions
around the world. At no time in the history of the movement has this been more strikingly true than in the recent from the- Home Base," said many significant things;
session. It was indeed an international platform as the wholesome they were, if not altogether agreeable to hear.
President, Mr~. F. F. Stephens, cleverly named it, allud- Starting from the statement, "The supreme business of
ing to the rugs from China and Persia which covered the this generation is to bring humanity into one brotherhood
· floor and to the men and women of international name of faith, hope, and love," he showed this to be not the
and work who spoke from time to time.
business of the select few or of a sacerdotal order, but the
Among them may be named Bishop W. B. Beauchamp, mission of all races. He severely arraigned sectarianism,
for four years. the presiding bishop of the work of the saying of it: "Sectarianism has seared our every spiritual
Methodist Episcopal Church, South" in Europe, and a sense, and we have, in consequence, no capacity accuman of wide travel. Bishop Beauchamp gave the open- rately to appraise spiritual values."
Bishop Sam Hay and Dr. W. G. Cram occupied the
ing address of the Council from the subject, "The Present
pulpit
on Sunday morning and evening, speaking to more
World Situation." We could wish that the whole Church
might have heard his ringing statements. "The Church than capacity audiences and giving messages of power
cannot meet the present world situation without the and sound teaching.
The noon hour Bible lessons, always a time of unusual
vision of the world's needs that as yet it has not. We are
not able to command the resources of the kingdom to interest and expectation to the Council body, was this
advance the' kingdom! We cannot reach this world at year occupied by Dr. Edmund D. Soper, Dean of the
Department of Religious Education of Duke University,
the rate we are going."
. Another speaker who made a profound impression on whose general theme was" The Bible and the Missionary
Enterprise," developed in
his hearers was Dr. Thomsix lessons. These columns
as Jesse Jones, Educational
could not make a larger
Director of the Phelpscontribution to its readers
Stokes Foundation of New
than to reproduce those
York, who spoke from the
lessons in full. The back· topic, "American Cooperaground of everyone was
tion for Africa."" The
the teaching of the Bible
eyes of the world are on
with an interpretation of
the Soutli because here two
such breadth and humanwidely divergent races live .
ness, yet keenly sensitive
side by side. The world is
accuracy and faithfulness
watching the way in which
as will make them always
the South meets this situa- .
LENORE
REES
LEAH
HARTLEY
RUTH
FIELD
.
the
treasured possession of
· tion, and because of the
North Georgia
West Texas
North Georgia
those who heard them.
importance of the problem
Mexico
Korea
Japan
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MARIE ELLA CRONE
West Texas
Cuba

~__. ~~';.:~_=::'-'~'_.

'

NELLIE A. DYER
North Arkansas
China

. \.

~~_~ __ .
HELEN MAE FARRIER
Virginia
Congo

RUTH L. BARTHOLOMEW
Virginia
Brazil

MARY ALLIE COBB
Upper South Carolina
Brazil

The message of the President, Mrs. F. F. Stephens, fold interests of Scarritt College for Christian 'Vorkers
dealt with detail business which must of necessity come were interestingly set forth, and her everyday life and
before the Council each year. She outlined plans for the its far reaches of influence portrayed by two graduates
Jubilee Year, 1928, being the golden anniversary of who said among many fine things: "Life at Scarritt
woman's organized work for women in the Southern College is a spiritual experience." On this evening were
Methodist Church. Although extracts from the message given the final reports of the Bennett Memorial Camwill appear in a later issue of the paper, we cannot re- paign, which closed with the splendid total of more
frain from giving some of the objectives of the Jubilee, than six hundred and thirty-nine thousand dollars.
A thrilling moment in that week of many thrills was
as the President sees them-" A higher spiritual standard,
an appreciation of the missionary inheritance of Southern the noon hour of Friday, when missionaries from eight
Methodist women, the extension of the missionary or- lands across the seas and a large number at work in our
ganization, a revaluation of the missionary task, and a own land were introduced. They filled and overflowed
missionary thank offering by means of which the work the chancel, and then came the candidates to be conseof the Woman's Missionary Societies may be extended" crated, and following on, the mothers and fathers of all
-and expressing the hope that the Jubilee would be both the groups who were present. They made up a glorious
company, and there must have been few dry eyes as the
international and interracial.
Consecration evening, always a high point in Council great congregation sang "Praise God from 'Vhom All
week, was this year one of extraordinary moment. Blessings Flow." The candidates for conse(;ration and
Twenty-six young women of exceptional presence and the returned missionaries and deaconesses are the rich
qualifications dedicated themselves to missionary service, fruitage of the labors of the Council, and their presence
Bishop Sam Hay presiding and delivering the words of during the sessions marks the time of greatest thankssacred commission. A beautiful accompaniment of this giving and promise.
Two important as well as interesting hours were given
hour was the receiving of the certificate of honorable
service by Miss Virginia Atkinson, for more than forty- to what was called "Interpretations of Foreign Fields."
two years a missionary in China. She gave joyous testi- Those reviewed were China, Japan, Korea, Brazil, Cuba,
mony to the privilege which had been hers, craving Mexico by missionaries at home on furlough from their
more years in which to serve Christ in that great nation. respective fields. It seemed to the audience that the
"Scarritt Evening" proved a great success. The mani- missionaries gave statesmanlike views of national situa-
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DEACONESS MARY
LOU DOND
Southwest Missiouri

ALBERTA WILSON
Home Missionary
South Georgia

LELA PAGE
Home Missionary
TennCS!lCC

OLA LEE BARNETT
Home MillSionnry
Southwest Mis.."Ouri

DEACONESS MAGGIE
MARSHALL
Virginia
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DEACONESS DOLORES
RUTH DIAZ
West Texas
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GRACE HATCHER
Home Missionary
Arizona'

DEACONESS LOTTIE
ORA HOOPER
Louisiana

tions and had comprehended the task of the Christian
missionary in a thoroughgoing way. While some pictures
had their dark places and some their doubtful issues, yet
the outlook for the planting of the kingdom all over the
earth seemed brighter and its growth more assured.
Two pivotal points were the Bennett Memorial in
completion and the Jubilee Year in anticipation. The
one was on the lips of the body, in and out of session, and
preansof praise were constantly being sounded that by
the guidance of the Spirit and aided by the power of God
results had far exceeded expectation. The other entered
into all plans for the ensuing year and received the enthusiastic interest of committees and platform speakers.
Much is hoped for in this, the golden year of history, for
there will be playfor much of historical interest-personal,
structural, and ecclesiastical. The Council women have
planned toward it for the past two years, and they are
throwing themselves with the full force of their trained
minds to its approaching realization.
.The offering in money for the year 1926 reached in
round numbers the sum of $1,488,000. The sacrificial
service, calling for time, prayer, energy, and effort, has
no measure known to man, but the record was made in
strengthened lives and enlarged capacities for loving and
giving.
.
The offering by pledgefor the coming year, irrespective
of special gifts, was taken by Conferences, and the fine
total of $1,045,000 was reported.
What can one poor pen say of Shreveport's hospitality?

. ETHEL WILLIAMSON
South Carolina, Cuba

ANNIE E. PARKER
North Alabama, Congo

MABLE HAGOOD ANDERSON
Home Missionary, Virginia
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DEACONESS ALASKA
TERRY
Holston

It beggared words and surpassed the ability of this poor

scribe to portray. Anything .said or written will fall far
below the experiences of those Council days! Many
have been the hospitable homes of the Woman's Missionary Council in its life of seventeen years. It is a
delight to recall them. Now the Louisiana Woman's
Missionary Society~ with Shreveport the hostess city,
is an illustrious member of the company which has made
possible the meetings of this body and has had much to
do with its present place of usefulness. No kinder hands
ever ministered to its wants, no minds ever contrived
more ways for the easy conduct of business, no more
gracious hospitality was ever extended to hearts· and
homes. May g~eat blessings be upon First Church and
Shreveport and all Louisiana Methodism and the cause
of missions be accelerated throughout this great State!
Nashville claims the t928 Council meeting. It should
be a time of power. With the superior attractions in the
launching of the Jubilee Year, the presence of Scarritt
College for Christian Workers, and the handsome new
buildings of the Bennett Memorial completed, the
Lambuth Building in which are housed the officers of the
Board of Missions and Woman's Missionary Council,
there should be a concentration of interest on vital concerns, with a consequent gain in momentum, and new
treasures of faith for new'adventures.
The next issue of the VOICE will give some details of
action and condensed reports of officers.

, CLYDE VARN
South Carolina, Brazil

WORTLEY MOORMAN
Home Missionary, Virginia

MARGARET BILLINGSLEY
Arizona, Korea
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A Christian Patriotism· in ·:China

I

N a recent issue of the Chinese Christian· Student is
found something of a symposium on Christian patriotism in China to-day. Thefollowing article was
written by D. Willard Lyon, director of the training school
for Y. M. C. A. workers in Shanghai. It is a place of
delicate balance and decision in China to-day, but
Mr. Lyon has a clear and courageous view of it.
. "From the viewpoint of the patriot, never before in our
generation has patriotism been more evident or true
patriotism more needed in China than at the present moment. From the viewpoint of the Christian, at no period
since Christianity came to China has the challenge to
make it an effective force in national life been so urgent
as now.
"The careful student is asking such questions as these:
Is not the emphasis which so-called Christian governments place on securing protection for missionaries
and their converts an indication that the propagation of
Christianity is looked upon by these governments as a
device for gaining political advantage? If foreign countries are exporting Christianity to China for political
reasons, how can a Chinese be a patriot who accepts
Christianity? Even if it could ·be proved, in spite of the
evidence to the contrary, that little or no political motive
lies back of the propagation of Christianity, is the type
of patriotism, which Christian nations have fostered,
worthy of imitation in China? Is there a patriotism
which is better than Christian patriotism?
"These are perfectly fair questions to ask, but they
cannot be satisfactorily answered without searching for
the essence of the problem by means of other questions.
I shall limit myself at present to only two of many which
might be asked: Is it possible to have a patriotism which
is consistent with the Christian principle of loving one's
neighbor? How should a patriot act who is a true Christian?
"The first question may be answered either philosophically or pragmatically. It would not be feasible
within the limits of a brief article to attempt a philosophical answer, and it is unlikely that such an answer, even
if carefully made, would satisfy
many readers of the Chinese
Christian Student. The most
effective answer is the one
which will show whether or not
there have been true patriots
who at the same time weretrue
Christians. The most cO);lClusive answer will; be the one
wbi(:h is .based on personal
knowledge. I can merely bear
my te~~mony that I count
among· 'my friends men and
women who have· loved their
DR. EDMOND D. SOPER
respective countrIes with deDuke University. Speaker Noon votion and yet have sought
Hour Council Sessions

with great earnestness the. welfare of
the people of lands other than their
own, and even of nations with whom
their own nation was at war.
"I ask each reader to recall bis
friends, one by one, and note who
among them have been most satisfyingly patriotic; also, who have shown
the most Christlike spirit in their patriotism. Such a review should help to
clarify anyone's thinking as to whether
BISHOP BEUCHAMP
'
.
.
t"
'bl
Speaker
at Council in
ChrIstIan patno ISm IS pOSSI e.
Shreveport
"In dealing with the second question I am forced to be concise. .In my judgment the real
patriot, who is also a true Christian, will act in such it.
manner as to show the following, among other marks:
"1. He will not be blindly patriotic. While loving his
country, he will never say, 'My country, right or
wrong,' but will seek rather to serve it, if wrong, ·by
helping to make it right.
"2. He will do all he can to promote among his fellow
nationals a friendly feeling toward the people of other
nations and will discountenance every act which tends to
breed ill will.
"3. He will excel in the spirit that is willing for the good
of his country to do difficult and even perilous tasks
without thought of reward.
"Now it is clear that a true patrIot can be a good Christian without sacrificing his supreme conscience. \Ve
realize that love is one of the fundamental principles in .
Christian religion and that patriotism is love of country ~
Therefore love is the same, whether it is manifeste9. in a.
patriotic action or a Christian devotion."
Kirby Page, editor of the World To-Morrow, in the·
same number of the above-named journal, says:
"Was Jesus a patriot? If so, what was the nature of
his patriotism? Keep in mind the fact that Jesus was a.
citizen of a country that was in bondage to a militaristic.
power. Rome was the mistress of almost all the known
world. Roman officials had full power over the entire·
life of the Jewish people. Jesus was a member of a race
that loved freedom and hated tyranny to an extent that
has rarely been equaled by any people in human history~
Throughout the lifetime of Jesus there was a never-ending
series of revolts and rebellions. Jesus definitely refused
to identify himself with the Zealots or advocates of
armed rebellion. In the narrow nationalistic and militaristic sense, obviously he was not a patriot; but what
is real patriotism? Is it not to be defined as love of one's.
countrymen and' devotion to the highest ·ideals of one's,
nation? If so, Jesus wasthe preeminent patriot of his,
day. No man ever gave such unmistakable evidence of
love for his people, and no Jew ever rendered such com~
plete devotion to the highest ideals of the prophets as did
Jesus. Not only so, he was completely devoted to tlie
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highest ideals of his nation. Did not the prophets rise
to the noble conception of Judea as the. mediator of justice and righteousness between the nations? Was not
the highest conception of the Messiah that of a suffering
servant? Did any zealot love his countrymen as much as
did Jesus, or serve them as well? Who manifested the
truest patriotism, Jesus or Barabbas?
"In the light of the incontrovertible evidence concerning
the actual.choices made by Jesus, what attitude toward
patriotism should be maintained by his followers to-day?
Can we not all agree upon the following? First, followers
of Jesus are supremely obligated to love their countrymen and to be devoted to the highest ideals of their nation. Patriotism for real Christians is not a matter of
lip service, but a question of genuine affection for one's
people and whole-hearted allegiance to the noblest ideals
of one's nation. Too frequently the ideals and symbols
of patriotism have been prostituted to unholy ends.
Surely one of the main tasks before us is to put content
into the word patriotism and help our fellow citizens to
understand that it connotes love of people and dedication
to ideals. Moreover, it should be emphasized that love
of country does not involve hatred of other people. The
truest patriotism incorporates within itself the ideal:
I Above all nations is humanity.'''
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candidates will be named on or about January 1, 1928,
and awards will be presented on Lincoln's Birthday,
1928.
"It is h<?ped by the Harmon Founqation," said Dr.
Haynes, "that in bringing public recognition to the' exceptional accomplishments of colored people, their achievement may be given a degree of distinction which has
not been possible heretofore. The results of the first year
of the series, which just closed, were most encouraging
in that such talent was discovered as that of Palmer C.
Hayden, the artist whose fine paintings were executed in
a small room in New York's Greenwich Village in the
free hours he had from his work as a house cleaner;
James C. Evans, a former student of Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, whose finds in radio were
considered valuable contributions to science; and others
who gave constructively to the various fields of endeavor."
Five judges, persons of recognized standing in the type
of work to be passed upon, will consider nominations and
applications in each field of award. At least one of the
judges in each field will be a negro.

Modern Jewish
Attitude Toward Christ
Stimulate Creative
Work of Negro
NEGROES in this country are given another incentive
to creative work in music, fine arts, the sciences, business
organization, and religious work through the second
series of the William E. Harmon Awards, which offer
$4,000 in recognition of creative achievemeets among
colored people. The awards will be administered by Dr.
George E. Haynes, Secretary of the Commission on the
Church and Race Relations of the Federal Council of
Churches.
Seven first awards of $400 with gold medals and the
same number of second awards of $100 with bronze
medals will be given in the fields of literature, music, fine
arts, business (including industry,) science (including invention,) education, and religious service. Both white
and colored persons are eligi- .
ble for an eighth award of
$500 with a gold medal, which
will be given to. the individual
making the most distinctive
contribution during the year
to the betterment of relations
between the two races.
Nominations and applications will be received by Dr.
Haynes at 105 East TwentySecond Street, New York,
DR. J. L. CUNINGGIM
unj;il August 15. Successful
President of Scarritt College
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AMONG changes to be noted in modern Jewish attitudes is the place now being given to Jesus. For centuries
his name was never mentioned in the Ghetto. If learned
rabbis had occasion to refer to him, he was designated as
"that Man" or "the Nazarene" or "the Crucified One."
For centuries the only account of his life circulated in
the Ghetto was a scurrilous and blasphemous production
called the Toledoth Yeshu. But there are to-day signs of
a change. Though official orthodox Judaism is as hostile
to Jesus as ever, in other quarters there is a disposition
to claim him as one of the great men of their race. Such
books as Joseph Jacobs's Jesus as Others Saw Him, and
E. G. Enelow's a Jewish View of Jesus hold this position. An eminent Jewish scholar, Dr. Joseph Klausner,
of the University of Jerusalem, has published in Hebrew
a ,comprehensive biography, Jesus of Nazareth, which has
carried the name of Jesus into every Ghetto of the world,
A well-Imown New York rabbi, after reviewing Dr.
Klausner's book, declared that Jews must accept the
historicity of Jesus and follow his teaching; and while
this utterance stirred up to vehemence the wrath of the
orthodox element in the city, the discussion that followed indicated that a very large number of Jews go as
far or farther than the rabbi in their appreciation of
Jesus. This change of attitude is due to many causes,
but mainly to contacts With Christian men ?-nd women,
the influence of consecrated Christian workers, the circulation of the Ne\\T Testament and other Christian literature, occasional visits to Churches, and the influence of
Christian messages over the radio.
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New Americans

SIGNIFICANT progress by the Home Missions Boards
BEFORE April 1 immigrants passing through United was made in the past year in enlarged service to our
States ports of entry will be admitted on 'the basis of foreign-born neighbors, the new Americans. Most of the
the origin of the nationals of their group now living in boards have departments or specialists for the promotion
this county, instead of the figures given for the foreign- of Church work among immigrants-Christian service
born population in 1890. All countries will be permitted and evangelism.
a minimum quota of 100. By these provisions the numCollectively, the boards, through the New Americans
ber allowed to enter will of course automatically be re- Committee of the two councils, have carried on the work
duced. The quota for Germany, Italy, Poland, and the of the Bureau of Reference for Migrating People-the
.w~lcoming of strangers, newIrish Free State will be conly arrived immigrants, and
siderably lowered, while the
following them up to their
quota for Great Britain and
o
CHRIST, make us determined to found our
destination and putting
Northern Ireland, Sweden,
common life on the eternal foundations of rightthem in touch with ChrisNorway, and Denmark will
eousness and love and no longer to prop the tottertian American friends and
be increased.
ing house of wrong by legalized cruelty and force.
the Churches of their choice.
Help us to make the welfare of all the supreme
The growth of the bureau
law of our land, that so our commonwealth may
during the last six months
Educating
be built strong an.d secure on the love of all its
has been extraordinary; for
citizens. Cast down the throne of Mammon
Youth for Peace
the past year it has increased
who
ever
grinds
the
life
of
men,
and
set
up
thy
THE education of chilover one hundred per cent.
throne,
0
Christ,
for
thou
didst
die
that
men
dren in the ideals of peace
A publication of the comthy
erring
children
at
last
the
might
live.
Show
is being, promoted by a
mittee, "Welcoming Stranway
to
the
city
of
Love,
and
fulfill
the
longings
of
joint commission of the
gers," is a leaflet which tells
the
prophets
of
humanity.
Our
Master,
once
Stockholm Conference and
the human side of the work.
more we make thy faith our prayer: "Thy kingthe World Alliance for ProIt defines the bureau as "a
dom come, thy will be done on earth." Amen.moting I n t ern at ion a I
chain of contacts which
From Fosdick's "Meaning of Prayer." By perreaches from the smallest
Friendship through the
mission
of
Association
Press.
Church in the old country
Churches. This commisacross intervening oceans
sion, according to a recent
into the new homeland, pro.
report, proposes to prevent
the unfair use of history and especially the publication viding a welcome for the newcomer to the Church of
as propaganda of only part of the truth. Children will be his choice in the community where he proposes to locate."
encouraged to know and love the children of other lands.
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Child Labor in
Tobacco Growing
CHILDREN under sixteen years of age play an important
part in the production of tobacco in the United States,
two of the most tedious and disagreeable operations in
its cultivation-suckering and worming-being considered in some tobacco growing areas distinctly children's
work. In a studyrecently made by the United States Children's Bureau, 2,278 child workers were interviewed, 563
in Kentucky, 606 in South Carolina and Virginia, and
1,109 in the Connecticut Valley.
Nearly one-half of these children in the South and
more than one-third in New England were under twelve
years, and about one-fifth in the South were under ten
years of age.
In the South, where the growing season is longer and
children work on various crops, the duration of employment was greater than among New England children,
and many children in the Southern districts were kept out
of school for farm work. The average absence for this
cause was from fifteen to nineteen days, and retardation
was found among white children as well as among negroes.
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Victrola Needed
by Ivey Hospital
DID you ever have to borrow a victrola and then borrow a record in order to go through "Walter Camp's
Daily Dozen"? If you have, then
you understand the inconvenience
that Miss Rosa Lowder, of Ivey Hospital, Songdo, Korea, has been laboring under. She has been borrowing
the former from the missionary doctor
in charge and the record from the
evangelistic center, situated in
another part of the city. The nurses
have been responding enthusiasticalDR. w. G. CRAM
ly, but she sees the need of more
General Secretary Board
exercise for them and is calling for
of Missions. Speaker. a victrola the hospital can call its
at Council.
own. Perhaps somebody who reads
these lines is discarding one and would like to fulfill
Miss Lowder's wish. If so, write the Foreign Secretary
about it, addressing your letter to Miss Esther Case,
Lambuth Building, Nashville, Tenn.
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Holston Institute, Korea,Wins a Championship
LILLIAN E. NICHOLS
WE have 'been enjoying grandly exciting
days in Holston Institute since the first of
October, and the reason has been that we
won the championship at tennis on that
day. We had not really hoped to win, for
,in this respect the Seoul schools have the
advantage of us, since they have excellent
opportunities to play against each other
and' we do not have this chance to work up
enthusiasm.
Several days before the games were to
be played, the teacher in charge of the
athletics of the school went up to Seoul to
draw for us. When he came back after
having drawn Pai Wha, or Carolina
Institute, we were rather dismayed, for it
was said that that was the strongest
Korean team in Seoul, and we knew they
were fully expecting to win. We not only
drew this strongest school, but were scheduled to play the very first game of the
morning.
I have never seen the girls playas they
did that morning. It was a hard-earned
victory; but they won. Then after resting
just a short time they were called upon to
play another school that had carried off
the banner twice before. The banner to
be kept in the school must be won three
times in succession. This government
school had kept it two years and was fully
expecting to win it for good this time.
They had not played against another school
and came to us for their first game as fresh
as could be; but our girls beat them also.
Then again after just a little rest w~ were
called 'to 'play the Government Commerial
School, which had played against the
Presbyterian School and won. We beat
them, too, and with almost no time for
resting we had to play our last time against
Ewha. The girls played beautifully and
were greatly praised not only for their excellent playing" but for their manner
throughout. They had lovely uniformsmiddies and pleated skirts-and with their
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school pin imitated
in cloth, sewed' to
their sleeves, the y
were the prettiest
girls 'on the field.
Their pin is a white
star on a bright dark
blue background,
with H. I. in red in
the center of the star.
We constantly hold
b e for e them the
thought that they
are tobe as stars light- The Championship Team for All Korea in Tennis Tournament Holston InstituteTen Schools Participated
'
ing up a dark world,
and they do shine. It was nearly six most. A truly wonderful set of girls make
o'clock when the set was completed, and up the school now, and their developmentit had been a great "sight-see." At the physical, mental, and spiritual-is the aim
end almost the entire grand stand was of the faculty.
full of sight-seers. Our girls were more
tired than any of. the others, for we had
First Graduates of Collegio
played nearly all day, but they did not
Centenario, Santa Maria,
show their fatigue.
The banner was a beautiful thing made
Brazil
of red silk, and the silver cup that goes to
LOUISE BEST
the winning school year by year is also well
THE evening of November 25, 1926,
worth winning. We, of course, are going to
try desperately hard to win again next year. marked another important date in the
Beside this cup, another is given which may history of the "baby school" of the
be kept. It is not quite so large, but is a Woman's Work in Brazil. It was then that
very pretty shape. It was the first time in the first graduates received their diplomas.
The only sad note during the commencethe four years that the games have been
held that the banner has been carried off ment festivities was the fact that this was
by a school outside of Seoul, and it is also Miss Andrews' furlough year and she, who
deserved the honor more than anyone else,
the first time a mission school has won it.
was
not present to give the first diplomas.
I told the girls that I had been satisfied
The large auditorium was full. It was
for a long time with their accomplishments
the
first ceremony of that kind ever witas far as mental activity was concerned.
in Santa Maria. Of course, with
nessed
They are at the head of their classes wherone
of
the
largest Catholic boys' schools in
ever they go to higher schools. Now we
have won this honor, which brings the the state being located here, they are accusphysical department of the school into tomed to seeing the boys receive their
renown. N ext week we begin spe,cial reli- diplomas, but to see five girls finish the
gious services. It is our hope to always eleventh grade was a very unusual thing.
All are members of some evangelical
keep the religious life of the students foreChurch and belong to the group pf "Voluntarios para Christo." (This is the Portuguese translation for Life Service Band.)
Realizing the great need of their people
and recognizing that Christian education is
one of the greatest factors in saving Brazil,
the five are planning to dedicate at least
some years of their lives to the teaching
profession. Two are ioing to have charge
of parochial schools, one ,vill teach in the
Instituto Gymnasial in Passo Fundo, and
two ",ill fill much-needed places in our own
Collegio Centenario.

Two-Legged Race at Special Field Day Exercises of Primary Department, Holston Institute, Songdo, Korea

SUE BENNETT MEMORIAL SCHOOL, located at London, Ky., had the largest enrollment in its history last year. Forty-five
young people completed the high-school
course. The normal school and model
department also are on the increase.
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Pedro Lopez

y

CLARA MAE SELLS

g

A WOMAN and a little boy were sitting and as she and I were old friends I had
in the office of Holding Institute, Laredo,
often stopped over for a visit on my way to
Tex., one morning when I happened in. I
and from Laredo. Noone can visit Miss
gave them but a casual glance, because at Smith without being introduced to some of
this time of the year some one is nearly' the hordes of children who follow her or
always in the office to enroll a child, and wave to her or call "Hullo, Miss Mit!"
besides, my eyes fell immediately on the from various parts of the city. Pedro was
beautiful pictures for which our students one of a number I had met on these vistts,
had worked the past year and which had and as I was already greatly interested in
just returned from being framed. But him and his brothers I listened eagerly to
Dr. Skinner interrupted my exclamations the climax of the story I am going to tell
to introduce me to the visitor, who was you. Each word of it is true, and it cries
Miss Susie Mitchell, Head Resident of the ,aloud to every lover of humanity for justice.
Wesley House in San Antonio.
We
Mr. Lopez was a printer by trade and
chatted awhile, and then the boy was sent worked on one of the Spanish newspapers in
to his dormitory. As he turned to go he San Antonio. He, his wife, and their three
spoke to Miss Mitchell.
little boys-Pedro, David, and Benito-"Don't I know that boy?" I exclaimed lived happily in one of the little houses in
as soon as he had spoken, looking at him one of the many courts that abound in that
city. But sorrow came to that little home.
closely for the first time.
"N 0, I don't think so," replied Miss The mother sickened and died, and the
PEDRO, DAVID, AND BENITO LOPEZ
Mitchell. Then to the child: .. Do you father was left to care for his three little
ones as best he could. One day a neighbor
know this lady?"
told
him of the "Casa Wesleyana," where over, but the Sunday school, where they
He nodded his head, while I asked,
vainly trying to place that familiar voice: for a nickel a day they took a child, gave could join in singing songs and askqueshim a bath, fed him at noon, and let him tions about the Bible stories they heard,
"What is his name?"
play all the day in a big airy nursery or was altogether new to them-new, but
"Pedro Lopez," she answered.
"Why, Pedro, of course I know you. sent him to school if he was old enough. strangely attractive.
At first Mr. Lopez objected to the SunHow ,are you, son?" and I crossed the room So on January 28,1924, Mr. Lopez brought
to give him a kiss of welcome and to ask the children to Miss Smith and asked her day school, tore up the bright pretty cards
him about his brothers and his father; but to keep them during the daytime. Pedro they brought home, and refused to let
as soon as I mentioned his father, Miss was nine, David five, and Benito three. David go with the other kindergarten boys
Mitchell motioned to me to change the This was the beginning of a new life for the when one of the workers took them to give
subject, so I sent him on and came back to children. Pedro went on to the public a program at one of the Sunday schools or
school as usual, but played with the others Leagues in the city; but he was trying to
learn the reason.
Miss Eugenia Smith has been Head before and after school; Benito was in the be both father and mother to his boys, and
Resident of the Wesley House in San nursery, and David entered the kinder- those American ladies had been a wonderful
Antonio for several years preceding this, garten at the Wesley House, where he soon help to him, so he could not long withstand
became a star pupil because of his exceed- the pleading of his baby sons. Soon they
ingly quick and retentive memory. In a became regular attendants in the Sunday
short time he could repeat without a mo- schools, and thus two happy years went by.
Then one' day the boys came crying and
ment's hesitation the Ten Commandnlents,
the new commandment, the American said that a man had taken their father away
creed, and the salutes to the American flag and locked him up. From the boys and
from the neighbors Miss Smith learned that
and to the Christian flag.
Often when Miss Smith drove about the Federal officers had come to the store which
city, she took some of the little ones with faced the street and after examining everyher for the ride; sometimes she had time to thing in it they had gone to every house' in
take them out to one of the parks, and the the court in the rear of the store and
happy little voices of a dozen children searched them too. In Mr. Lopez's house
(this is no exaggeration) might often be they had found a box which, when opened,
was found to be full of liquor. In vain
heard from her Ford shouting "Rah, rah,
Brackenridge! Rah, rah, pic-a-nic!" It Mr. Lopez told them that the box was not
was a picnic for them, \vhether they had his and he had not known what was in it; ,
time to get out and playa while and eat a that the men in the store had asked him if
little lunch or whether they drove through they might leave the box in his house for a
the park. And their voices were just as few days. The'officers had taken him away
loud when the car returned to Colima anyhow. The neighbors were very indigStreet. I can yet hear Benito's little lisping nant, for they all said that he never drank.
voice as he would say: "Wah, wah, Wesley ,One of them had known him for twenty
years, and even back in Monterrey, he said,
House!"
Another new thing that appealed to the where they had both lived before coming to
boys was Sunday school on Sunday after- this country, he had never known Mr.
noons. They had known what it was to go Lopez to drink.
About a month later, as Miss Smith was
to the dark, quiet Catholic Church for
directing
some of the boys in cleaning the
mass
and
to
be
painfully
still
until
it
was
MISS SMITH WITH Di\.Y NURSERY CHILDREN
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yard one afternoon, she looked up and saw be firm and strong and don't let them
Mr. Lopez coming. The men had let him frighten you, and you will be all right."
go, he said, but they told him it was a sus. The next Saturday Pedro's father told
pended sentence and that he must report him' that he was going to join his Church
to them every ten days. Mr. Lopez had too; but although he went for that purpose
not been able to learn a new language as on Sunday evening, he did not say anything
quickly as his sons, and he spoke very about it to the pastor and as there was
brokenly. So, not understanding exactly going to be a Quarterly Conference afterwhat the men had meant, he had come im- wards the doors of the Church were not
mediately to those who had befriended. him opened according to the usual custom.
to iearn what they had said and what he Pedro was quite disappointed, but his
must do. Miss. Smith explained to him, father told him not to mind, they would
and he went home satisfied and happy to just wait till the next Sunday.
be able fo go back to his work and to be
The next morning he asked his employwith his boys again.
er's permission to go to make his report, 'as
One day that summer Pedro told Miss he had received the summons the preceding
Smith that he wanted to join the Church, Saturday. He left the shop at 9:30 in
"the 'Church that belonged to the Wesley order to be sure' to be there promptly at
House," as the children called it. His ten o'clock. But he did not return to work
father gave his consent, and the ~ay t~at that day, neither did he come home that
he was received into the Church Mr. night.
Lopez came to the service for the first time.
Again the boys came to the Wesley
A few weeks later Miss Smith left to House late, hungry and in tears. The men
spend her furlough year in Scarritt College had locked their papa up again, they
and Miss Mitchell came to be Head Resi- sobbed. The workers at the Wesley House
dent of the Wesley House, according to the were indignant. They were sure that
appointments of the preceding spring.
Mr. Lopez would not have been put in jail
Since he was not yet as well acquainted again unless he had been deceiving them
with Miss Mitchell and since he had met and was really one of the gang of bootthe pastor of the Church when Pedro be- leggers whom the government was after,
came a member, Mr. Lopez began to go to or if not one of them at least compromised
the pastor for advice. One day he told with them. And. they decided that if it
him that the men who owned the store had were true and he was so skilled in deception,
come to him and suggested that it would be he s~rely had no right to be keeping the
better for him to go back to Mexico. They little boys. They would be better off to be
had offered to pay his and his boys' car taken from him. But when they telefare to Monterrey and to give him a small phoned to the jail, visiting hours were
sum of money to tide him over until he over , and since there was only one.visiting
found work. Wouldn't it be better for him day each week they were compelled to wait
to return to Mexico? Down there he had until the next week. Early that morning
. never been arrested, and he did not like to they went to the jail, only to find that there
be mixed up with the courts. But the pas- was no one there by the name of Lopez.
tor explained to him that the court was
"Since this is the second time he has
holding him for a witness in the case and been in," suggested one of the men, "perthat he would be a real help to the cause of haps he gave an assumed name. They
prohibition if he stayed till the trial was often do." So Miss Mitchell described
over. Mr. Lopez agreed to do what he Mr. Lopez's appearance carefully, and the
could to help, but he seemed to have some men kindly went through the entire builddoubt about the wisdom of his course, for ing and came back with the positive assurhe talked of going out into the country to ance that there was no one there who could
pick cotton. Possibly he would have gone, possibly answer to that description. Then
but he didn't know what to do with his a search began. They ~went to the City
boys~ He asked Miss Mitchell if she could
Hall to consult some offi'cers, and from
keep them all of the time while he was gone, there telephoned to the city jail, and then
but she regretfully told him no, that the went on to the courthouse to see the
day nursery' was not equipped to keep sheriff. They discovered nothing. They
children at night and it would be impossible then went to the printing shop where he
.for them to do it. Soon he went back to worked and to the home where the children
the pastor again:
had been staying at night since he left. No
"The men," he said, "have told me that one had seen him since he left to .make his
I will have to go back to Mexico. They say report. So they retraced their steps and
that if I want to accept it, their former offer went again to the county jail. From there
is still good, but if I do not, harm will come they telephoned the F,e9.eral officer at the
to me. I am afraid not to go."
customhouse. He replied that Mr. Lopez
"Have no uneasiness, Mr. Lopez," re- had not appeared to make his report, and
turned the pastor. "The men tried to they were wondering why, as it was the
bribe you first, and now they are threaten- first time he had not appeared at the exact
ing you.. They want to scare you away. time specified. This news aroused the susBut they wouldn't dare to hurt you.. Just picion of the workers, and one of. them ven-
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tured to make a suggestion that filled their
.minds with horror.
"You remember," she said, "it was
M~nday night's paper that had the article
in it about finding that unidentified
Mexican dead in Brackenridge Park."
They had all read it. Briefly, it ran that
a man had been found dead lying by one of
the driveways in Brackenridge, his hands
folded across his breastand a rusty revolver
above them. No way of identifying him
had been found on the body and after
vainly trying to find who he was, the man
had been buried.
Miss Mitchell and her coworkers became
convinced after complete investigation and
by numerous marks of identification that
Mr. Lopez was the man found murdered.
Something must be done' for his children.
She brought Pedro to Holding Institute to
. us , and said when she came: "It has all
happened so suddenly that I do not know
how we are going to pay his expenses in
school, but I am sure some of the missionary societies will take care of him." She
tried to put the two little ones in an orphanage, but there is no Protestant orphanage in the Southwest that will take
Mexicans. Should she turn them over to
the Catholics? Doesn't our Church owe
these little boys an education?
This is a simple relation of one more
tragedy that has been enacted at the instigation of liquor, that hideous, ruthless
enemy of the peace and progress of mankind. An innocent father cut off in the
prime of life, three innocent little bo~s left
fatherless in a too-forgetful world. WIll the
guilty be punished? Who knows? The
trial has not yet been called; these men were
agents in one of the largest bootlegging
gangs in this part of the United States, so
we've heard. They have a large and efficient organization; they are wealthy and
powerful. If it had not been for the tireless
search of Miss Mitchell and the others at
the Wesley House, the disappearance of
Mr. Lopez would have remained forever a
mystery. But if just sentence is given,
can it restore Mr, Lopez to life? Can it
atone to three little boys for growing up
without a father's love and counsel? Can
we justly call our country the "land of the
free and the home of the brave" if we permit such things to continue?
LAREDO, TEX.

ONE Sunday night of each month the
adult auxiliary of LaFayette, Va., has
charge of the public services at the church.
On these occasions missionary news is presented through special programs arranged
by a committee. The same Bible lessons
used in the auxiliary meetings are used at
the Church meetings. By this method a
wider publicity is given the Bible lessons
which appear in the VOICE from month to
month.
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A Missionary Pageant
DEACONESS HELEN GIBSON
A MOST successful program was recently Thy Mission High Fulfilling," the Christian
given in Centenary Methodist Church, Chat- Church with attendants came down the
tanooga, Tenn., in which not only the adults aisle. The president of the missionary
of the missionary society, but the young society represented the Christian Church.
people and juniors had a part. It was enShe wore a classic robe of white and gold, a
titled, "The Search for the Light." A large
crown tipped with a cross completing her
chorus choir, wearing vestments, led in a
costume. The attendants carried lighted
processional, singing "Lead on, 0 King
candles or torches, and as they approached
Eternal." The pageant was called by four
the stage they formed on each side and
heralds with long silver trumpets. America
Christianity passed down the center with
and her court entered to an accompaniment
an open Bible, from which she read passages
of "America the Beautiful." The attendfrom John's Gospel about the "Light of the
ants carried palm branches and formed an
World." She made an appeal to the audiarch through which America passed to the
ence, asking: "Who will go and carry the
front of the stage. Mter a greeting, she
Light to the non-Christian nations?" A
said that one seeking the Light had come to
number in the audience arose, among them
her. She asked her Historian to cause
deaconesses, returned missionaries, volunrepresentatives of the different religions of
teers for life service. As the chorus sang
the world to pass before the seeker to aid
"I'll go where you want me to go, dear
her in her search.
Lord," the Christian Church gave torches
First came worshipers of Isis and Osiris
to them to carry to the nations. They went
of Egypt, bearing sacred symbols of their
out and brought back the representatives
religion. They were introduced to the
from all religions; and as the Church asseeker and bowed seven times, but before
cended to the dias, holding high the cross,
leaving testified that they had not found
. and the chorus sang "In the Cross of
the Light. As they passed out of sight, the
Christ I Glory," all worshiped. The non~
chorus choir sang: "Open their eyes, that
Christians knelt, the children put hands'
they may see, may their dark way illumined
together in prayer, the heralds lifted their
be; open their eyes that' they may see,
trumpets, the attendants of America held
Spirit Divine."
Then entered the sUli worshipers to an
accompaniment of Oriental music. This
:The Earliest Moment Possible
group represented Chaldea, Assyria, and
"THE right moment to begin moral
Phamicia,. holding high votive offerings to
training
is the moment of birth," says
their gods. They were introduced, and one
of their number said, when asked if they Bertrand Russell in Education and the Good
had found the Light: "We have found it Life, "because then it can be begun without
not." Th'e chorus again sang: "Open their disappointing expectations. At any later
eyes," etc. One by one came groups of time it will have to fight against contrary
Hindus, Buddhists, Mohammedans, and habits and will, therefore, be met with reConfucianists, with temple cars and idols sentful indignations. Moreover, habits
borne on litters by coolies. Each in turn acquired very early feel, in later life~ just
witnessed to the failure of their religic;m to like instincts; they have the same profound
grip."
find the Light.
Finally a group of Israelites approached.
But the mere practice of good habits is
not
sufficient to train for traits of character.
Among them were several prophets who
said they had hoped to find the Light. One William Heard Kilpatrick points out that
quoted from their old prophecies of the "the attitude of the learner plays a very
"Promise of Israel," of the star that was to important part. Practice with satisfaction
appear. As he spoke of the star, the lights builds, but practice with annoyance tears
in the room were dimmed and a star was down. . . . To build a habit we must not
seen in the east. The group of Israelites only practice it, but must feel that our
pointed to it excitedly and were very wor- practice works and be in some measure
shipful. The chorus sang softly: "Silent glad that it works.
Night, Holy Night." Then when the Light
appeared again in the room, the chorus
sang: "Angels from the Realm of Glory."
An angel choir of young people replied by
Book Reviews
singing: 'True, we came from the realms of
glory, but only man may tell the story of NEVER AGAIN. Everyland Stories. Everyland Publishing Company.
the King."
A group of stories of world friendship
The children from many lands entered
selected
from Everyland Magazine. They
next (Juniors). One child stepped to the
are
well-written
and interesting, suitable
front and sang: "All the Children of the
for boys and girls in their teens or for adults
World."
Then as the chorus sang" 0 Zion, Haste, rather than young children.
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high their palm branches. Then the
Seeker, dressed in black, ascended the steps
of the dias in front of the cross and said:
"At last I, too, have found the Light."
As she spoke her black robe was thrown
aside, disclosing one of flaming red.
A recessional was sung, "Lead On, 0
King Eternal," and the Christian Church,
with the cross held high, led all the nations.
Far in the distance the strains of music
could be heard, and a hush fell over the
audience, and there was a new realization
of the power of the lifted cross.
One more word: The women put a wonderful spirit into the pageant, and a real
message went over to the. audience. The
men especially were deeply touched. Even
the children listened with rapt attention.
One little boy wiped the tears from his eyes.
A visiting gentleman said: "This should be
1Pven in a larger place, where many persons
who do not believe in missions could receive the message."
Best of all, a gifted young woman who
assisted in planning and putting on the
pageant came to the deaconess a few days
later and said she 'had a little secret to tell
her. The deaconess rejoiced when she
heard that as a result of the inspiration of
the pageant she was planning to become a
deaconess and hoped soon td start to Scarritt College for Christian Workers for preparation for her life work.
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THE SEVEN CITIES OF CIBOLA. Aileen
Nusbaum. G. P. Putnam's Sons. Price,
$2 net.
This beautiful book contains a collection
of Zuni .folk tales charmingly retold for
children by a woman who has lived among
the Indians of the Southwest. It is delightful and gives one a glimpse of a people of
whom little is known, a race which is
vanishing.
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ONCE UPON A TIME. A. A. Milne. G. P.
Putnam's Sons. Price, $2 net.
A charming fairy tale by the author of
When We Were Very Young. Its delicate
and rather sophisticated humor will almost
certainly be lost on children. They will
enjoy the tale, but for real appreciation we
recommend it to the grown-ups of the family. As the author himself says: "Either
you will enjoy it or you won't."
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DAVID GOES TO GREENLAND.
David
Binney Putnam. G. P. Putnam's Sons.
Price, $5.75 net.
Lucky thirteen-year-old David must fill
every boy who reads his books with envy.
This is a story written for boys by a boythe true tale of David's experiences as a
junior member of the American Museum
Greenland Expedition. It is refreshingly
youthful in tone and will satisfy to the full
the longing for .adventure which every
normal child of this age possesses.
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What Lovers of Child Life Believe
Is the child made or unmade by the age
of seven years? In a recent issue of Children, a magazine for parents, dive~se views
on this subject are given in a symposium
compiled by Dr. Bess V. Cunningham, of
Teachers' College, Columbia University,
and Barbara Littlejohn. Some of the
opinions of experts as expressed in this
article are given here in a resume for the
benefit of the mothers who read the

says Dr. Ruth Andrus, Supervisor of
Parental Education of the Institute of Child
Welfare Research at Teachers' College.
"Over-solicitude and self-indulgence on
the part of parents make his later life a

Material and Suggestions
for Posters-Program
for May

:MISSIONARY VOICE.
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That a child learns to do things the day
he is born and that the majority of his acts
during the first two years are less instinctive
than is generally supposed is the opinion of
Dr. John B. Watson, author of "Behaviorism," who made a laboratory study of
infants while connected with the Department of Psychology of Johns Hopkins
University. If the child is badly managed
up to the seventh year, he believes it is
"impossible to correct the difficulties in the
emotional slants of the child completely."
Some of the damage may be rectified by
scientific readjustment, but he sums up by
a reminder that" a horse badly broken during the first two years is always an unsafe
horse; it is doubtful if it can ever become a
thoroughly satisfactory horse."
In his book, "The Fundamentals of
Psycho-Analysis," Dr. Paul Bousfield,
physician to the London Neurological
Clinic, is certain that the "unconsidered
and apparently trivial details in the behavior of the parents during the first five
years of the child's life make a far greater
impression on its mind and have far more
weight in the formation of its character
than any other factors occurring later."
Dr. Edith R. Spaulding, director of the
Children's Mental Clinic at St. Luke's
Hospital, New York City, does not go so
far. "There is no doubt that the child
may be readjusted after his seventh year.
The degree of his adjustment, though, will
depend partly on the help given him from
outside sources,· partly on the contribution
of his environment, partly on his mental,
his physical, ·and 'his emotional equipment,
and partly on the degree of deviation and
injury which has occurred in the first seven
years. While the subsequent adjustment
may be entirely satisfactory, there are in~
stances in which a complete adjustment can
never be made. Dr. Douglas ·A. Thom,
director of Boston's Habit Clinics, confirms
this view that the first seven years are not
necessarily the determinIng ones. " Many
of the conduct patterns that are to be utilized during the lifetime of the individual \
are then formed, but some will be discarded,
others will be developed."
Home difficulties make school problems,
accordng to many of the educational ex-.
perts quoted. "Every child needs an affectionate home background for the devel-,
opment of a well-rounded personality,"·

1. At top of poster: "The Story
Book."

At bottom of poster place' picture
of a child looking up at this inscription:
Imagination rightly. trained means
Creative Power-.Invention
Understanding-Charity
Love of Beauty-Art
Insight and Faith-Religion
2. What Music Means to Children.
Through music, the child
Enters into a world of beauty
Expresses his inmost self
Tastes the joy of creating
Widens his sympathies
Develops his mind
Adds grace to his body
3. Play Ages.

Parents may not lay down their responsibilities when the child has reached seven,
no matter how well they have carried them
during the formative years, say many of
the contributors to this symposium. ., It
would be very comforting to believe that
most of the 'bending of twigs' that we
need to do for right manhood or womanhood ,could be completed before seven
years of age," says Prof. David Snedden,
of the Department of Sociology of Teachers'
College, New York City. "But I think
that is true neither of good nor of bad qualities with perhaps rare exceptions. The
biological prolongation of infancy for body
and brain growth seems to me to insure very
large elasticity for almost all kinds of social
learning after seven and before fourteen.
Some very important ones toward leaders,
the other sex, etc., dev~lop even long after
that time."
All the experts here quoted are careful
to remind the reader that" every day is a
day of growth" and that, though the task
may be harder, all hope is not lost after
seven years.

Immigration Service at
Galvestion

IT is a pleasure to print the following
from Mr. James B. Bryan, District Director of Immigration at Galveston, Tex., in a
personal letter to Rev. J. E. Reifschneider,
One-three years, muscles and senses
port missionary of the Woman's Mission(illustrated by picture of child putary Council at Galveston:
ting sand into jar with spoon).
"In connection with an unusual amount
Three-six years, the imagination
of work accomplished by the Immigration
(illustrated by picture of child sitting
Service in this district last year, I wish to
at little table trying to handle pencil
express to you my very sincere appreciation
and draw).
for the very faithful, efficient, conscientious,
Six-eleven years, self-confidence
constant, and helpful service rendered by
(illustrated by boy on stilts).
you during that period of time.
Eleven-sixteen years, loyalty and
, "As you are aware, in addition to the
fair play (illustrated by b.oy on side
passengers, both citizens and aliens, who
lines, watching others play. He is
have arrived at this port during that period
waiting his turn, holdintglove) ..
of time, we have handled more than a thou"\
sand aliens, whose cases originated in this
period of misunderstanding and unhappi- and other districts, who were being expelled
from the United States for, having entered
ness."
this
country unlawfully. Since county
As to religious attitudes, Dr. Harry
jails
are
the only places available in this
Emerson Fosdick thinks that "before a
child is seven many of his fundamental district for the detention of such deportees,
attitudes are pretty thoroughly set, espe- it is necessary to give such aliens an unusual
cially such attitudes as are concerned with amount of attention, and your services in
trustfulness toward people or dread of this connection have been invaluable to
them, the presence of fear as a motive, the' this office and most helpful to the very large
habit of getting what it wanted by selfish number of persons you have so kindly and
scheming or by confident request. These lovingly assisted.
"I trust it will be possible for you to rematters do most certainly associate themselves with anything that is worth while main with us indefinitely and carry forward
calling religion, and in that sense a child's the work which you have so faithfully and
fundamental religious attitudes are pretty conscientiously performed at this port during the past eighteen years."
deeply channeled by the time he is seven."
At
, different ages
Children need different games
Choose toys that develop
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Adult Bible Lesson---May
Major Themes from Minor Prophets-The Nationalist
(The Book of Nahum)
JOSEPH B. MATTHEWS, S.T.M.

.. Behold upon the mountains the feet of
him that bringeth good tidings, that publisheth peace." (Nahum 1: 15.)
THE theine of the Book of Nahum is a
narrow one. What views the prophet held
concerning essential religion we do not
know, for the writings that he left behind
deal only with the downfall of Assyria and
the destruction of· its capital, Nineveh.
Unlike most of the prophets, he shows little
interest in tne sins of his own people and
devotes his power of utterance to the sins
and disaster of an enemy people. This is
not prophecy at its best.
"Nahum '.vas a great poet. His word
pictures are superb, his rhewrical skill is
beyond praise." The oratorical quality of
hIS lines is unsurpassed in the· Old Testament. His descriptions of battles, as fought
in his day, are most vivid and reveal great
power of poetic expression.
.. Man your ramparts,
stand to attention, summon up your
strength!
The shields of his heroes are crimson,
the soldiers are clad in scarlet,
his armored chariots gleam like fire,
and their horses prance at the muster;
his chariots tear through the open country,
and gallop across tne broad spaces,
flashing like torches,
darting like lightning;
then he masses the picked men,
they charge ahead,
they rush to the wall,
and the mantlet is fixed;
the water-gates are forced,
the palace is in panic,
the queen is stripped and borne off,
her ladies mourning like doves,
beating their breastsand Nineveh lies like a pool of water,
with her folk flowing from her-·
•Stand fast, stand fast!' they cry,
but none· turns back."
(Nahum 2: 1-8.)
For more than two centuries the history
of Assyria was closely linked to the history
of Israel and Judah. It was the aggrE;!ssive
policy of the Assyrians that brought to an
end the Northern Kingdom of Israel. In
the eighth century Tiglath-Pileser subjugated the kingdom and laid it under heavy
tribute. After the death of Tiglath-Pileser
the people of Israel revolted against
Assyrian overlordship and sought an alliance with Egypt. Shalmaneser, who had
succeeded Tiglath-Pileser in Assyria, came
against Samaria and ,for three years laid
siege to it. Before the siege was successful

Shalmaneser had died, and his successor'
Sargon, captured the capital of the N orthern Kingdom in the year 722. Sargon's successor, Sennacherib, invaded Judah in the
year 701. The Assyrians were fierce warriors, and many peoples had felt their cruelty. As Nahum asks, "For whom have you
not wronged unceasingly?" (3: 19.)
It will be easily understood, then, that
when news came of the disaster which had
overtaken the hated Assyrian empire there
would be rejoicing in many lands. In
Judah it was Nahum who lifted up his voice
in rejoicing at the downfall of the enemy.
He voiced the feelings of oppressed humanity who had felt the crushing force of
the Assyrian heel. When he cried,
"Behold upon the mountains~the feet of
him
That bringeth good. tidings, that publisheth peace,"
it was the good tidings of Nineveh's destruction to which he referred.. The name
Nahum means" consolation." Surely his
message was a consolation to thousands of
his contemporaries. The city of Nineveh
was destroyed in the year 612, and we conclude that Nahum wrote near that time.
In the history of religion the Book of
Nahum must occupy an inferior position.
It contains no great and permanent message. Nevertheless it must have been a
very popular message in its day. Nahum
was living at the very time that Jeremiah
lived and preached and was without doubt
a more popular preacher than Jeremiah.
The latter came perilously near losing his
life on account of his frank and courageous
indictment of the sins of his own people,
but in the long run it was Jeremiah whose
work was significant. Consider these two
types of prophecy: the nationalist and the
ethical. Are the Nahums always more
popular than the J eremiahs? During the
World War we opened every platform and
pulpit to the Nahums and opened the doors
of prison cells to the J eremiahs.
The question is often asked: If Nahum
preaches a nationalistic exultation at the
downfall of an enemy, why was his book
put in our Bible? The question is important, for it raises one that is very much
more important-namely, Wh~t is the nature of Scripture? The answer, which cannot be too strongly emphasized, is that
much of Scripture is not useful in teaching
us what we should do, but what we should
not be. The books of the Bible cover the
whole range of human experience, good and
bad. Therefore one is compelled to use
discrimination in selecting those types of
experience which may serve as guides for
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present-day conduct. In the Book of Job
we have another attitude toward one's
enemy,

"If ever I rejoiced at my foe's ruin,
or exulted when evil befell him."
.
(Job 31: 29.)
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Job's attitude is that of the New Testament, and one must choose between it and
the attitude of Nahum. The Book of
Jonah also runs counter to the attitude of
Nahum and in connection with the same
city, Nineveh.
In order to be fair to· Nahum we must
remember that he lived six hundred years
before the Teacher who commanded men
to love their enemies. Some of us who live
nineteen hundred years after that Teacher
do not rise to a plane higher than Nahum's
when we deal with the difficun matter of
attitude toward an enemy.
Again it must be noted that Nahum was
one with almost all of the Hebrew prophets
in interpreting history ethically. Nineveh
suffered because she had sinned.
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"Why Tithe?" Bibical Reasons

F.
(

I1ms. A. CRONAN
Weare thine. .
He will never leave thee nor forsake thee.
Yea, though I walk through the valley of
the shadow of death, I ·will fear no evil.
The earth is the Lord's and the fullness
thereof.
In the beginning God created the heaven
and the earth.
Thy word is true from the beginning.
He causeth the grass to grow for the cattle.
Enter into his gates with thanksgiving.
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ON page 27 will be found a symposium
of the words of a number of child experts,
of whom there are many to-day. Also a
group of posters that may be developed·
on blackboard or colored cardboard.. The
originals are most attractive, and the material given here may be put in enlarged
form, with the help of colored crayons and
a skillful hand.

Adult Program for May
THE CHILD AND THE NEW EARTH
HYMN.
DEVOTIONAL PERIOD.
Bible Study. "The Nationalist."
"Behold upon the mountains the feet of him that
bringeth good tidings, that publisheth peace." (Nah.
1: 15.) See MISSIONARY VOICE.
Prayer.
BUSINESS. Minutes. Reports of officers and com.mittees. Special report of the Superintendent of
Children's Work.
HYMN. No. 677, "Saviour,. Like, a Shepherd Lead
Us" (Methodist Hymnal).
DISCUSSION TOPIC; in our missionary program why
should we give our major attention to the training of
·childhood? (Leaflet.). .
HYMN. No. 682, "I Think When 1 Read That Sweet
Story of Old" (Methodist' Hymnal).
A CHILDREN'S LITANY. (See Yearbook.)
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Organization and Development of Woman's Missionary
Society M. E. Church, South, Danville, Va.
[Elsewhere in these columns you will find
:a story of the missionary life of Mrs. R. W.
Peatross, treasurer for forty-five years of
the organization of which she gives the following interesting account. She is giving
'up this department of work and feels as if
she were giving up a dear frien(l.]

made. We have sent from the society in
Miss Pearl Hall, R.N. (a product of our
the forty-five years that we have been own Ferrum Training School), who was
treasurer $38,341.60 (this does not include sent to Mexico as a missionary nurse.
the last quarter). The year's total we be- Having our own missionary has been an
inspiration to larger undertakings. We
lieve will run ov~r $40,000.
In January, 1924, the Main Street and have been wondering what is going to hapR. N. Sledd Auxiliaries consolidated and' pen in the next forty-five years. Does not
, organized on'the circle plan. In the fall of that depend upon the women of this genTHE Woman's Foreign Missionary So- that year we undertook the support of eration?
dety was the first connectional work authorized and organized for women by the
General Conference of the Methodist Episeopal Church, South. This organization
Bible Study: Getting Acquainted With Jesus
was effected May 23, 1878. Dr. P. A.
Peterson came from that Conference and
MARY DE BARDELEBEN
<>rganized the Woman's Foreign Missionary
READ Mark 4: 2-9, 26-29, 30-32; web; the sun shining on the golden hair of
Society of Main Street Methodist Church,
South, of Danville, Va., July 18,1878. Only Matthew 6: 26-30; 16: 2, 3. Note the pic- a busy child; a face in the candlelight; a
two of the fourteen charter ~embers are liv- tures stored up in Jesus's mind: the far- grandmother sitting beside the fire; . . .
ing now-Mrs. Charles Holland and the smiling fields with the little well-beaten a look of patience in the eyes of a mother;
writer. The first president was Mrs. Peter- paths running through short cuts made by the flashing eyes of a small boy as he plans
son; recording secretary, Mrs. Charles lazy folk. such as you and I often are; the what he shall be some day.
Holland; corresponding secretary, Mrs. Mc- husky sower with his bag of grain and his
"Everybody has a gallery, and every
Clain; treasurer, Mrs. Francisco. In a year strong brawny arm outstretched; the birds day she carries home new pictures for it.
<>1' two Mrs. Francisco's health failed, and watching for their chance at the good things And one can tell from the kind of picturse
the writer was made treasurer June 9, 1881, when his back is turned; the little patches I hang there not only what kind of a spirit
:and life member in 1890.
of grain springing up here and there ahead I have, but what my Qwn spirit would be
Dr. Peterson met with us regularly,
of the rest (they did not have fo lose time like as I go on living with pictures like that
<>pened the meeting with prayer, and made digging their roots deep because of the rocks in my mind." (From" Girl's Everyday
belpful suggestions as long as he remained that cut them off); other patches where one Book." By permission of Aassocited
pastor of Main Street Church. We had can see the grain is making the struggle for Press.)
additions to our society at nearly every its life against the weeds and grass; then
"0 greatest Artist of all, help me not to
meeting. We worked on, paying our dues the large waving field of yellow grain and miss a single one of the masterpieces this
regularly and securing voluntary gifts. abundant harvest brought forth from the day; and store my mind so full of the beauOnce a year for a long time we had a mis- good soil. Beautiful pictures these he had tiful things painted by thy hand that I,
sionary sermon, and the collection was to gathered for his ggll~ry in lovely Galilee. too, shall grow beautiful through living
go to our missionary society. We always
Can you see him as a boy, watching morn- with them." (" Girls' Everyday Book.")
bad our own preacher to give the sermon ing after morning, for the seeds he had
the first year he Cli.me; afterwards we called planted in his mother's garden? They were
[n any preacher we wished. Bishop Cand- so long in coming through. Then at last
ler, coming from Korea, stopped here and there they were. But why did they not
gave us a fine sermon; he was full of the grow faster? Patience! Look, first the
Young People's Program for May
missionary spirit. The next day was our blade, then after many, 0 many days, it
WORSHIP SERVICE (see Young People's Yearbook).
regular meeting, and Mrs. Catlin said, "I seemed to the boy, the ear; and at last the
DISCUSSION PERIOD.
BIBLE
was so impressed by the Bishop's sermon full corn in the ear. And other picturesQuestion. What of beauty did Jesus find in the out
that I have determined to support a Bible the wild birds, so free, so joyous, not careful of doors? I
woman," which gladdened our hearts. We about where their food is to come from, just
Read the following passages,.and write a list of the
beautiful things that attracted his notice in the life
bad one Bible woman in the field named knowing that somehow it would be there;
about him: Mark 4: 2-9, 26-29, 30-mi; Matthew 6:
Maria Louisa Boisseau. Mrs. Boisseau was the wild flowers in riotous, beautiful,
26-30; 16: 2, 3.
our president for many years. The writer changing colors, making the hillsides exwas corresponding secretary for a time, and quisite and fragrant-all this Jesus sees and
.. A curve in the road or a hillside,
for ten years was district secretary. After- more. Back of the beauty and_the proviClear-cut against the sky;
A tall tree tossed by the autumn wind,
wards she was made chairman of the dent care Jesus pictures a Father' God. His
And a white cloud riding high;
Department of Missions of the Epworth mind was a veritable storeho\lse of treasTen men went along the road,
League. Miss Christine Burns assisted in ures, an art gallery hung with exquisite
And all but one passed by:
the work. We also had a bright a class of pictures which he had gathered here and
He saw the hill and the tree and the cloud
With an artist's mind and eye,
young people in the Church working with there through the years. ,Sea and mounAnd
he put them down on canvas
the "Rosebuds," some of whom are officers tain and plain, birds and flowers and little
For the other nine to buy,"
in the Church now. We were 'always the • children, mooniight, starlight, and evening
-Marguerite Ferrand.
banner society. The parents showed much sky all made to him their contribution of
interest and attended the monthly meetings.
color and music, of beauty and loveliness.
BENEDICTION (see Young People's Yearbook).
[NOTE.-Doubtless you have come to love the girls
The entertainments always drew crowds.
., A lonely tree on a hilltop, etched against
of Japan as you have studied about them in their own
The first annual report from this society the sky; a spray of wild flowers in a fence country. Some of these same' people live in our own
showed contributions of $22.60; this year it corner or a vine against an old wall; a dew- land. How do we feel about th,em? Let us think hard
is more than $3,000, the best we have ever jeweled briar bush hung with a silver cob- and answer this test honestly'.} ·'

Young People's Bible Lesson---May
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Things We·Do
THE auxiliary of Jackson, Ky., reports a
good start on the work of the year 1927,
which applies to the Young People's and
Junior Societies as well as their own.
Their average attendance is 25 out of 30
on roll.
THE Chapel Hill Woman's Missionary
Society, of the Louisville Conference, used
such a clever idea for their February program that the editor has decided to save it
and publish it next January, so that other
societies may make use of it.
THE Plains, Ga., Missionary Society is
a small group, but they have learned to
cooperate with other denominations in their
town, says their secretary, Mrs. Mamie
Bradley. Just now they are rejoicing over
the fact that the auxiliary went "over the
top" in the Bennett Memorial Campaign.
HAVE you tried a study of the current
number of the MISSIONARY VOICE in your
auxiliary? The Grand Avenue Methodist
Church, of McAlester, Okla., has tried it
and found it helpful. In fact, Mrs. J. M.
Gannaway, their Corresponding Secretary,
writes that they find our page, "Things
We Do," very helpful. Thank you for the
bouquet, Grand Avenue.

Y. P.'s Hold a Moslem Fashion
Show
Y. P.'s studying the Moslem Work might·
hold a Moslem Fashion Show in connection
with their study class, as did the Hamilton
Avenue Christian Church, of St. Louis,
recently. Camel drivers, muleteers, shieks,
shepherds, wise men, and modern Moslem
women and children might be aptly and
graphically portrayed in this manner..

Religious Pageant Given in
Waco, Tex.
Two hundred people of Waco, Tex.,
recently staged a pageant, entitled "The
Spirit of the Master," in which six Methodist Churches presented the following
episodes: "Christ and the Multitude,"
"Beginning at Jerusalem," "The Quest,"
"Peter's Gift to the Lame Man," and
"Philip and the Ethiopian," preceded by a
pantomime, "0 Zion, Haste." The final
scene, ~'The Lord Is My Light," was a
grand procession of those taking part in
the various episodes, led by twelve members of the First Methodist Church representing the twelve apostles. Mrs. John
Spivey was director of the pageant, which
was given for the benefit of the Rebecca
Sparks Inn, of Waco.

,I

I

Honoring Faithful
Service
AMONG the names
honoring the N orthMississippi Woman's Missionary Society which will'
appear in the Book of
Remembrance to be kept
in the Bennett Memorial
at Scarritt College, Nashville, will be that of Miss
Martha Rye. She is a
member 0 f a co u n try
Church located a few miles
from Aniory. Here she
has given faithful service
since the Antioch Church
was organized and, although now eighty-two
years of age, is still carrying on. She is superinLONGWOOD AUXILIARY, SEDALIA DISTRICT, SOUTHWEST
MISSOURI CONFERENCE
tendent of the Sunday
school, teacher of a Bible This society was organized in 1905 and has been on the honor roll every
class, and president of year since 1915 except one. The children in the foreground are members
of the Baby Division. Mrs. Mary B. Ezell, the president of this auxiliary,
the missionary society. has been in office since 1907 and is still .. as young and progressive in mind
Our correspondent thinks as the youngest member of the society." You may identify her by finding
she is also one of the the white cross in the picture.
stewards.
W hen the
Amory auxiliary had raised its quota for honor of Mrs. Nellie Byrd, who has been
the Bennett Memorial and the question was president of the society almost continuously
broached as to whose name should be placed since it was organized twenty-five years
on the Honor Roll, it was quickly decided ago.
that Miss Martha's should appear. The
MISSIONARY VOICE salutes Miss Rye and
wishes for her many more years in which to
THE new adult auxiliary organized three
bless her community.
months ago at Newington, Ga., with six
members, now reports thirteen on roll. The
VOICE is glad to note that they sent a writeTHE new education must work out such up of a recent meeting to the local paper,
a technique that children grow in their own also that they now meet twice a month
way, along the lines laid down by the in- . instead of once.
dividual type, and at the same time it must
prepare them to meet the demands of the
actual world." In these words Margaret
Pollitzer, in one of the bulletins of the
Three Cheers for the Young
National Child Welfare Association, sums
People
up the problem of child education as experts see it. "The problem is to develop
THE young people of Southern Methodchildren to meet life not as an adult in an ism made an excellent showing at Shreveadult work, but as a child in a child's port.
world."
The Conferences reporting the largest
THE Capitol Methodist Missionary Society, of Phrenix, Ariz., has nineteen members, who enjoy working together at a given
task. Their goal in local work for 1927 is
the finishing and furnishing of the pulpit of
their church. The VOICE wishes them all
success in this and other missionary undertakings.
".
WHEN the Colquitt, Ga., missionary
society went" over the top" in the Bennett
Memorial Campaign, they decided to call
themselves the Nellie Byr~ Auxiliary, in

gains in members were Virginia with 850
members, Western North Carolina with
782, Holston with 643, Louisville with 440,
Memphis with 414, Florida with 353, and
North Alabama with 345.
An equally good showing was made in
mission study. Miss Julia Lake Stevens
. reported 21,876 members and 919 Bible
classes with 7,889 members. The Conference societies leadi?g in mission study were
the Holston, 153; Baltimore, 130; Virginia,
128; Alabama, 79; Memphis, 70; Central
Texas, 62;' Tennessee, 64; Western North
Carolina, 60; Florida, 57; and Texas, 52.
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, From Boston and New
York fortnightly sailings
for the Orientvia Havana,
Panama and California.
Fortnightly sailings from
Naples, Genoa and Marseilles for Boston and New
York.
Plan now to go.
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Send 50 cents tor 25 Art Subjects or ~ on
We of Christ. No two aUke.
Be.utltall\-l-page Catalocue tor I~ cenbl In
coin or ltamps.

The pmy Pictmts Co., Bes liS .1IIa1dtD, 11Im.

'DAISES$1022
FORCHUllCH

264 Pages
Profusely Illustrated
For your convenience we have illustrated and
described the books of all the great authors and
publishers, including children's books, poetry,
fiction, history, science, art, biography, and
theology. Write for your copy to-day. We pay
the postage.
LAMAR & WmTMORE
Nashville, Dallas, Richmond. San Francisco

iJiI/ininutes

Mrs. Seawell of Missollri found DUSTAWAY-the amazing mopJnnovationthe greatest money raiser ever heard of. A WestVir·
ginia allxiliaryraised $276withit-andooe Suoday. "
school class made $60 In one week.
DUSTAWAY sells everywhere like Wlld fire
'I.
Has 13 novel features. Makes broom tnto
If
mop ioone minute. Washes out in Ii jiffy.
Gets into hard places, under radiators, be-

For your EASTER COMMUNION

tween banisters, etc. Helds dust witho
oil. No metal toscrateh. Exactly wbat
women have always wanted. APrroved
by Good Housekeeping Institllte

TestSampleSentFREE".
Over 50,000 ummes use
Thomas Strrice. SdI'-eoUtdiug
Tlay saves _fourth cost or
others. Catalog IIId Trial Free.
Thomas Communion Sem.co Co. Box 537

Uma. Ollla.

GLENCOPRODUCTS CO.,Dept.n.45 QaiDcy,m

'New·.p.
your
rIseIell'
a.
$2 brings
SEND only $2.00 and we will immediately ship you a brand·new Priscilla Sewing
Machine, either the Electric or Foot-treadle model, direct from the factory, freight
prepaid. When it arriv~, use it for 10 days in your own home. Sew on it as much
as you wish. Subject it to every test you can think of. If not perfeelly satisfied, ship it back
freight collect, andwe will'refund your $2.00 at once, But if you are convinced that the New
Priscilla is the best machine you ever used, keep it and pay for it on this easy basis' $2.00 at
the end of 10 days and $5.00 a month for 10 months-only $54.00 in all

n.

Eltdric P,iteill. is the machine
you want if you have electricity
in your home LIght weight. Easily
. carried from, place to place. Dust·
proof quartered oak cover. Doe~
every kind of sewing just the
same as a foot power machine.INa
pedaling. A sturdy little motor
does all the work. A slight presBureo! 1ourfootstarts or stops the
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American Mail Llae
Admiral Oriental Line

Dollar Steamship Line
32 Broadway • • • . . • New York
604 Fifth Ave. and 25 B'dway, New York
177 State Street • • . • Boston, Mass.
112 West Adams Street • Chicago, Ill.
101 Bourse Building.. Philadelphia, Pa.
514 West Sixth St • Los Angeles, Calif.
Dime Bank Building • Detroit, Mich.
RobenDollar Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.
1519 Railroad Ave. So., . Seatde. Wash.

I -,

Send for a test saml'le of tbls clever
~
,
.
work-saver - FREE on request to / "'<tf.~"Ci Il"l"
officer of any reeo<mized cburch M;i;bi~.~·P\H~
society. A two minute test will 'd"'0?- ~~, "",
show 10a tremendoos money·raislng possibilities. Our speeial plan increases cbnrch fnnds quickly
withnut Investinl<one peDDy. Write for sample today to

n.

Pritel11. FGot Trudl. rna·
chine is mounted on a highly
finished quartereduak frame.
Four capacious drawers. All
Priscilla models have newt'St
improvements. Drop head;
Automatic Bobbin Winder.
SelfThreadingShuttle,Stitcb
Regulator; Smooth. even Ten·

sion. Produces the famous
machine, and regulates the speed. double thread Lock·Stitch.

Life-time Guarantee
The new Priscilla is a quality machine throughout - Beau'l
tiful Quartered Oak Woodwork - Glossy Black EPUJme.',d
Ironwork - and a Life.lime Guarantee that prolects you.
Lightest·running machine you ever saw- perfect stitchingmaku sewing a pleasure-deli~hted ownen everywhere-

The Priseilla Company,85EBroadSL. Bolton, M~...
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ReproductioDs of the Wodd's Great
PamtiDgs. Size, 5~x8, Postpaid.
TWO CENTS EACH for Zll or more.

Tools, Big Box of Attachments and Instruction Books FREE•.
Here's your chance to try one ot the best machines made-a
machine you will ~ proud to own. without a bit or risk. Send
your name and address with $2.00 }lOW-to
.
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From the
South's most
complete and
largest
Bookstore

Sent
Free

31

(128)

Order your
. Supplies
and Books

J.apan
China.
Manila

Visit the mission stations in the
I Far ~ast. Learn to know the peoI· pIes of these strange lands. DisI cover here the earliest traces of
religious thought.
Make the ocean voyage swiftly
and in incomparable comfort on a
luxuriousPresidentLiner. Outside
rooms. Beds, not berths. Wide
decks. Pleasant public rooms.
. An excellent dining service.
From Seattle an American Mail
Liner sailing every 14 days for
Yokohama, Kobe, Shanghai,
Hong Kong andManila.
From Los Angeles and
San Francisco a Dollar
Liner sailing every
week fortheOrientand
Round the Wodd via
Honolulu.
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THE MISSIONARY VOICE

Books and Graded Materials for Missionary .Education

-

~.

Foreign Missions
THEME-THE MOSLEM WORLD

Adults and Young People

For Adults and ,Young People

THE MOSLEM: FACES THE FUTURE•. T. B. P. Saller.
For study and discussion group presenting the dominant social, educational,
and reliilous movements of the Moslem world. Price: Cloth, $1; paPer, 60
cents.
.
Succestlons to Leaders. 15 cent.. .

OUR TEMl'LED HILLS. By.Ralph A. Felton.
A study book on the general theme of the Church and rurallUe, popular In
Ita Ityle, with an abundance of Itorlel from real life Ihowing the relation of the
Church to the tIDauy 'important development. in rural Ufe to-day. Price:
Cloth, $1; paper, 60,centa.
'
'.
Two leta of SUll:cestlons to Leaden will be Illued, one for the Ule of clallel
In city Churchel, the other for the Ule of clulelln rural Churchel. Price. 16
centl each.
Suceestlonl to Leaders. 16 cent..

MOSLEM: WOMEN. ' A. E. and S. M. Zwemer.
Describes the real condition of women under 'Islam and the need of the
ministry of the Church of Christ. Price: Cloth, 75 cent.; paper, 60 cent..
Succestlons to Leaders. 16 cents.

For Juniors _

YOUNG ISLAM ON TREK. Basil Matthews.
An account of the rise and spread of Islam and the turmoil caused by the impact of Western civilization and by the release of new eplritual force.. Price:
Cloth, $1; paper, 60 cents.
Suggestions to Leaders. 15 cents.
.

THE BETTER AJomRIOA SERms: JUNIOR HOME MISSION
COURSES.
Theae may he Uled In any dealred order. "Better AmerIcanl, Number One."
By Joyce C. Manuel. "Better Americanl, Number Two," by MarY De Bardeleben. "Better AmerIC&I1I, Number Three," by Herbert Wrill:ht Gata. Price,
75 centa each.

For Intermediates
or THE MINARET.

Nina Rowland Gano.
A handb'ook for leaders containing a series of programl on various phales of
Moalem life and missionarY work in Moslem landl with 1Ull:ll:eltione for lemce,
'Wonhip, dramatization, etc. Price, paper, 50 centl.

Lon
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TO PROMOTE BIBLE STUDY

Life as • StewardlhIp. By Guy L. Morrm. 26 centa.
Studies In Plropheoy. By MarY De Bardeleben. 25 centa.
What We Belleve. ByF. N. Parbr. 75 centa.
How We Got Our Bible. By Pattenon Smythe. Cloth, $1; paper. 60 cent-.
, The Story of the Old Testament. Seay. $1.
TALES FROM MOSLEM: LANDS.
The Story of the New Testament. Carter. 90 cent-.
Life and Letters of Paul. Carter. $1.
Hero Itories suitable for use in connection with "Land of the Mlnareto"
Price, paper, 40 ·cents
.
Missionary Messa,:8 of the Bible. Ed F. Cook. $1.
Spiritual Adventuring. Bertha Cond6•. $1.
Spiritual Life. IFitzll:erald S. Parker. Eaplcially for Younc People. 60
centa.
.
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For Juniors

WALL MAP OF MOSLEM: WORLD.
In two colors, showinll: important placel and dlatrlbutlon of Mollem popul..
tiOl~. About 33x48 inches. Price, 60 cent..

TWO YOUNG ARABS. A. E. Zwemer.
A fascinating storY of two Moslem. boys; to be used In connection with
"Friends of the Caravan Trail" or independently. Price, paper, 50 centl.

LARGE OUTLINE MAP OF MOSLEM: WORLD.
For wall use. about 28x32 inch... Price, 26 cent-.

MISSIONARY HEROES. Mrs. L. H. He,mmond.
F'ourteen thrilling biographies of pioneer missionariel of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South•. Cloth. Price, $ 1 . '
HEALING OURSELVES. By Elmer T. Clark.
Twelve studies of the Home MIBBion Enterprise of the Board of Missions of
ths Methodist Episcopal Church, South,lnciuding the Woman's Work. Very
instructive and interesting: an admirable study for any clall which wantl to bs
fully acquainted with our own work. Price, 50 cents.

WOMEN AND MISSIONS. By Sarah Estelle Haskin.
This book gives the outstanding fact~ In the history of the organized woman'l
missionarY work in the M. E. Church, South. The facts are so ltated that they
tell the storY of God's marvelous leading throughout the yean. Paper blndinll:B,
75 cents.

\
\

SMALL OUTLINE MAP OF MOSLEM: WORLD.
For Individual Ule, about llxl4. Inche.. Price, per dozen, 26 centa.

ADDITIONAL, BOOKS

STORY OF MISSIONS. E. E. WhIte.
The storY of the progress of the gospel from the days of the apostlel until the
present, comprehensively but interestngly given. Price, paper, 60 centl.
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EVERY STUDY CLASS WILL WANT THESE HELPS

FRIENDS OF THE CARAVAN TRAILS. Elizabeth Harris.
A book for teachers of Juniors setting forth life and customl,of children In the
Near East and the influence of Christian missions. Price, paper, 60 centl.

J
\

THE WORLD FRIENDSHIP PICTURES-Set No.1.
Consists of Cour beautifully colored plcturea, llx14 inchel in Ilze. Printed
on stiff paper Cor use In clalS: has picturel of Moalem children In India, Ell:YPt,
Persia•.and Arabia. Price, 75 centa per let.
PICTURE SHEETS: Life In Moslem Lands (picture Iheet). BOyl and Girls
of Bible Lands, Armenlanl and Syrians, El:YPt aud Modern Heroes of
Bible Lands.
These are twelve-page folden. containlnll: plcturel, each with a Ihort description. Uleful Cor pOlter ma1dng, scr8pbooka, etc. Price. 25 cent. each
Colder.
CUT-OUT SHEETS or MOSLEM TYPES.
A sheet of outllne Iketches lIIuatrstinlt the racial variety within Ialam; to be
colored, cut out,and palted on any larie map of Moalem landa. Price, 10 canta. ,

NEAR EAST PAINTING BOOK (for Junior.).
Contalna plcturea to be colored, uch with a deacrlptlve Itory. Price, 215 centa.

.

SPIRITUAL ADVENTURING

....
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BY BERTHA CONDE

IFE is full of possible. adventures? some I?erelr, thrills, others new discoveries. Here t~~
author of "The Business of Belllg a FrIend, "A Way to Peace, Health, and Power,
and "The Human Element in the Making of a Christian" prepares to lead her thousands
of friends and readers in, the greatest of all adventures, those of the spirit.
.

In this series of twelve studies Miss Conde leads through no outworn philosophy to some of the
spirit's greatest adventures. Her treatment of the special teachings?f Jesus in relation to the
use of our resources, word citizenship" and the cost lllvolved in meetlllg some of the standards
of the Christian J~fe are note~orthy.'
$1.00

LAMAR & WHITMORE, Nashville, Dallas, Richmond, San Francisco

